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Abstract

It is often assumed that free media improve governance by exposing bureaucratic misbehavior. This

narrative neglects the role of media in revealing regime strength and the effect of information disclosures

on bureaucratic performance and media freedom adoption. I model the dynamic between a ruler, an

elite bureaucrat and citizens, in an environment with bureaucratic impunity and uncertainty around the

regime’s revolt-proofing. The effect of media on bureaucratic performance is a non-monotonic function

of the level of uncertainty regarding the regime’s revolt-proofing. Under acute uncertainty free media

improve the elite bureaucrat’s quality of information, resulting in more wrongdoing; the ruler therefore

prefers to strategically silence the press. Media freedom is optimal only when there is small uncertainty

around the regime’s revolt-proofing. Under low uncertainty, an elite bureaucrat always has incentives

to misbehave. Thus, a free press constitutes a disciplining device.

Keywords— Autocracies, Global Game, Revolution, Revolt-proofing, Power Consolidation,

Regime Elites

1 Introduction

An independent media can threaten regime survival in dictatorships. A free press may exacerbate

citizens’ perception of bad governance, by exposing the misdeeds of government officials (Chappell
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Lawson (2002), McFaul (2005)). Misuse of public funds, instances of bureaucratic corruption, and

embezzlement are likely to reach the masses when the press is uncontrolled. Widespread information

about elites’ wrongdoings can raise citizen awareness of the regime’s inability to serve their interests,

and reinforce their incentives to engage in anti-regime actions (Acemoglu and Robinson (2012),

Ortiz et al.(2013), Branch and Mampilly (2015), Chayes(2015)).

Indeed, it is often assumed that the ruler will attempt to stifle independent criticism, and

control the press (Friedrich and Brzezinski [1956]). However, there is a growing recognition that

the regime can benefit from a free press. Free media can help the authoritarian regime to control

discontented citizens while improving governance (Lorentzen, [2014]), boosting the economy while

exposing under-performing bureaucrats (Egorov et al. [2009]). This literature makes two important

assumptions when analyzing the interaction between the ruler and bureaucrats. First, these scholars

typically assume that the corrupt bureaucrat is a low-tier official who can lose her job if her

mismanagement is exposed by the media. The assumption that a dishonest bureaucrat can simply

be dismissed is unrealistic when the official in question is highly influential in the dictator’s inner

circle. Because of her membership in the ruling clique, or the selectorate, a high-ranking official

is instrumental for the ruler’s tenure of office (Bueno de Mesquita et al. (2003), Harber (2008))1.

Removing such a leader can trigger a political crisis, so dismissing the under-performing bureaucrat

is not an option for the government2. Second, the literature analyzes a setting where bureaucrats

have complete information about the regime’s strength. This assumption overlooks the possibility

of a bureaucrat having uncertainty about the regime’s ability to resist a popular uprising, possibly

because the ruler has discretely built a security apparatus to consolidate power.

In this paper, I examine how (1) the ruler’s inability to inflict a punishment on a corrupt elite

bureaucrat, and (2) the elite’s uncertainty about how “rebellion-proof” the regime is, shape bureau-

cratic performance as well as incentives to grant or impede the liberty of the press in authoritarian

1Bueno De Mesquita, Smith, Siverson and Morrow (2003) develops a theory of political survival which underscores
the restricted groups of elites that determines whether a leader assumes or remains in office—the selectorate. For
dictatorships, this is a group of cronies that controls economic resources, and has a veto on some of the ruler’s
decisions.

2For example, Idi Amin Dada from Uganda— Uganda’s top army officer—mounted a coup d’état once he learned
he was going to be arrested for misappropriating army funds (”General Idi Amin overthrows Ugandan government”.
British Council. 2 February 1971).
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regimes.

To analyze the issue at hand, I develop a model in the global game framework with endogenous

information. Three groups of players interact: an incumbent ruler, an unremovable bureaucrat who

represents the regime elite, and a continuum of ex-ante identical citizens3. The media is a non-

strategic actor, whose goal consists, per the ruler’s choice, of publicly revealing or concealing the

elite bureaucrat’s actions in office. The media also has the capacity to improve the elite bureaucrat’s

quality of information regarding the regime’s strength. The elite bureaucrat cares about regime

survival, but she prefers engaging in a socially undesirable behavior ( e.g. any wrongdoing such

as corruption or embezzlement). However, she is uncertain as to whether misconduct would bring

about a mass protest that could subvert the regime’s authority. The uncertainty stems from two

key political features often ascribed to authoritarian regimes: limited information and the use of

violence to resolve political conflicts.

The first feature is the ruler-elite’s interaction. Highlighted in the literature on power consolida-

tion (Reiter (2020), Stein (2016), Van De Walle (2001), Quillivan (1999) and Luttwak (1969)), the

ruler may reinforce his leadership, for tactical reasons, with structures such as a parallel military,

competent secret intelligence, or the cultivation of special loyalties that can potentially strengthen

the regime’s ability to resist attacks4. The more confident the elite bureaucrat is about regime

strength, the less inhibited she will be about engaging in wrongdoing.

The second political feature emphasizes how citizens react to elite wrongdoing. A strand of

research has recognized that, unlike voters in democracies, citizens in dictatorships must rely on

coercive means such as violence or strikes, to stimulate political change and make politicians re-

sponsive to their demands (Svolik (2012), Gelhbach et al. (2016), Wood (2003)). The model

features this characteristic by assuming that elite wrongdoing affects citizens’ motivation to engage

in political action 5.

I show that granting media independence produces two effects. First, there is a reduction in the

3In what follows, I will refer to the regime elite as simply “the elite”, using the pronoun “she”. I refer to the
dictator as the “ruler”, using the pronoun “he”.

4Reiter (2020) and Sudduth (2016) also argue that the ruler adopts these power consolidation measures to reduce
the chances of successful coups and increase military effectiveness against belligerent threat.

5This is illustrated by the motives that led to mass protest in Angola (March 7, 2008), Malawi (June 20, 2011)
see Ortiz et al. (2013) and Branch and Mampilly (2015) for an exposition.
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frequency of wrongdoing following the adoption of an independent media, provided that the elite

bureaucrat has small uncertainty. In fact, when the press is free, citizens can detect cases of elite

misconduct and protest more often, but given that the elite bureaucrat is better behaved, there are

fewer reasons to rebel. On the other hand, when the media is silenced, there is imperfect detection

of economic mismanagement from the citizens’ perspective. The elite bureaucrat therefore enjoys

greater leeway when deciding whether to engage in corrupt behavior. Wrongdoing is thus more

likely to emerge in a setting with media censorship.

Second, media freedom reduces the degree of uncertainty about the vulnerability of the regime

to overthrow. I show that when the elite bureaucrat has acute uncertainty, a free press leads to

increased bureaucratic wrongdoing. In addition, the elite bureaucrat is more motivated to engage in

wrongdoing the lower her uncertainty is about the regime’s vulnerability to overthrow, all else being

equal. Hence, the effect of increased confidence about regime survival on bureaucratic misconduct

varies with the level of uncertainty. That is, both granting media independence and suppress-

ing it can minimize the likelihood of regime upheaval depending on the level of elite bureaucrat

uncertainty.

The contribution of the paper is that media freedom is optimal only when the elite bureaucrat

has small uncertainty regarding the regime’s revolt-proofing. This is because under very limited

information around revolt-proofing, media freedom reduces the elite bureaucrat’s uncertainty which

would result in increased wrongdoing and more public protests; thus the ruler prefers to suppress

the media. When certainty is high, he chooses media independence to mitigate the frequency of

misconduct and improve leadership survival.

The model predicts that regime elites bureaucrat with very high-quality information about the

regime’s capacity to handle public protests are more inclined to engage in economic mismanagement.

Because of their involvement in the recruitment and training of soldiers as well as the development

of power consolidation strategies, senior officers in the military are an example of regime elites with

large signal precision. I argue that rulers facing many such corrupt high-ranking officials are likely

to allow a free press.

Having developed the model, I analyze two extensions. First, I consider how the presence of
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online media (social media) and strategic reporting from traditional media (newspapers, radio and

television) affect my results. I show that a pro-regime media attenuates the effect of elite wrongdoing

on regime survival, but also makes the elite bureaucrat less willing to exercise self-restraint. When

the elite is very likely to be dishonest, a strategic pro-regime media outlet provides a low level of

investigative reporting, making citizens less aware of instances of misconduct. Thus, a ruler would

benefit by refraining from silencing the media when the media outlet is strategic and supportive.

Second, I consider how the results change when the dictator can remove a corrupt bureaucrat from

office if her misbehavior is detected. I find that in the absence of bureaucratic impunity, it becomes

optimal for the ruler to allow media freedom in order to punish corrupt elites.

This paper documents, within a formal model, a novel mechanism explaining the prevalence

in autocracies of critical press coverage. Section 2 provides an explicit description of the model,

while section 3 presents the analysis. Because I propose an argument linking uncertainty around

the regime’s vulnerability to overthrow, elite wrongdoing and popular uprising, section 5 exposes

a non-technical presentation of these concepts, as well as empirical evidence that supports the

theoretical findings. Section 6 clarifies the contribution of the paper in a literature review, while

the penultimate and final sections extend the baseline model and discuss directions for future

research.

2 Formal Model

I consider an economy with three types of strategic players: citizens, a representative elite (E)

and an incumbent ruler (I). The incumbent ruler and the elite constitute the regime. There is

a [0, 1] continuum of ex-ante identical citizens simultaneously responding to E’s action by either

revolting or not. E decides to engage in wrongdoing (e.g corruption, embezzlement etc..) or not,

considering the consequences of her actions on regime survival. On the other hand, I chooses

whether to suppress the media. In the baseline model, the media is non-strategic and always

reports truthfully about elites’ action if and only if the institution tolerates a free press (e.g. an

anti-regime media). Contrary to Boleslavsky, Shadmehr and Sonin (2018), a free press only reports

on the elite bureaucrat’s actions instead of reporting on the ruler’s type.
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2.1 Payoffs

The model setup assumes that E’s payoffs depend on a direct benefit, a cost from her action, and

whether the regime survives. Engaging in corruption yields b to E while being non-corrupt provides

g < b, where g > 0. This benefit, however, depends on whether the regime survives. When I falls,

the ruling clique falls as well and E gets 0. Moreover, while a good behavior is costless, bad behavior

costs λ > 0 to E. λ can be interpreted as the expected cost of getting caught when engaging in

embezzlement, or the moral cost from behaving in a way that would hurt a large fraction of the

populace. Similar to Lorentzen (2014), λ is also the cost of corruption, which reflects economic

inefficiency and deadweight losses caused by a corrupt elite.

The model examines a political environment where E prefers to be corrupt rather than not.

Engaging in misuse of public funds is more beneficial to E as it directly provides private rents and

personal benefits (conditional on the regime surviving). This leads to assumption (A1):

(A1) : b− g > λ

Citizens may or may not observe E’s action depending on whether the media is free. In the

absence of wrongdoing (a = g), each citizen gets a normalized payoff of 0 from not revolting, while

the payoff from revolting is R > 0 if popular uprising is successful. This is the payoff an agent

obtains from being one of those who pitched in to topple Hosni Mubarak, or of those who stormed

the Bastille fortress in Paris6. A revolt is successful if the fraction of citizens that take to the streets

S ∈ [0, 1] exceeds the regime’s revolt-proofing θ ∈ R. When there is wrongdoing, a citizen incurs a

cost −ν if she decides not to revolt (ν > 0). When the revolt fails, in addition to remaining under

the status quo, a revolting citizen bears a cost that depends on the regime’s ability to repress a

revolt, c > 0. When the revolt is a failure and there is wrongdoing, a participant gets −ν − c when

the regime is of type θ7.

6The reward from a successful revolution represents the moral benefit from being on the right side of history—the
warm glow. Participating in the movement that leads to the removal of a dictator can be the prime motivation to join
a popular uprising (Wood (2003)). See also Shadmehr (2019) and Morris and Shadmehr (2018) on using a similar
parametrisation. Also note that this ”exclusion” assumption limits the ”free Rider” problem.

7The analysis takes place in a conflict-prone society in which some citizens feel the need to overthrow the regime
even if the status quo is good. For example, the ruler might have been in power for so long that the absence of
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To recapitulate the payoffs,

uE(d, a, S; θ) = a× 1{S(a,d)≤θ} − λ× 1{a=b} for a ∈ {g, b} (1)

where 1{X} denotes the indicator function. 1X = 1 if event X is realized and equals 0 otherwise.

Here, S(a, d) represents the fraction of citizens who revolt given the E’s action a and the I’s action

d; d = m if the ruler tolerates a free press and ¬m if he censors it.

For each i ∈ [0, 1], and given a,

ui(d, a, si; θ) =

(
R× 1{S(a,d)>θ} + (u(a)− c)× 1{S(a,d)≤θ}

)
si + u(a)(1− si) for si ∈ {0, 1} (2)

where u(g) = 0 and u(b) = −ν. I receives 1 if he survives in power and 0 otherwise.

uI(d, a, S; θ) = 1{S(a,d)≤θ} for d ∈ {m,¬m} (3)

2.2 Information

2.2.1 Complete Information Setting

Assume there is complete information about I’s ability to resist a revolt θ ∈ R. When θ ≤ 0,

revolting is a dominant strategy for citizens. In fact, revolting yields R, while not revolting yields

u(a), following action a. Given the citizens’ equilibrium decision, a bad action brings a payoff

of −λ, while a good action provides an utility of 0. Hence, E finds it optimal to not engage in

wrongdoing. Thus, for a citizen, not revolting yields 0. A citizen is better off when revolting, since

R > 0.

Now suppose θ ≥ 1, and that this is common knowledge to E and all citizens. Then, the regime

always survives regardless of the number of citizens that protest on the streets. Therefore, given

action a ∈ {g, b}, if citizen i ∈ [0, 1] revolts, she gets u(a)− c, and not revolting yields u(a). Hence,

wrongdoing would not nullify citizens’ grievances about his grip on power, leading some citizens to still wish for his
downfall. So the option of revolting is always available whether there has been wrongdoing or not. More on this
point in Section 4.
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not revolting is a dominant strategy regardless of E’s action. On the other hand, action a = b

yields b − λ, while a = g brings g. Following assumption (A1), choosing a = b is optimal for the

elite.

The previous analysis shows that the revolution game satisfies the two-side-limit dominance

property. When θ ≤ 0 or θ ≥ 1, each citizen has a dominant strategy. When θ ∈ (0, 1) there are

multiple equilibria. For example, there is an equilibrium in which every citizen revolts; in this case,

E sets a = g. There is also an equilibrium in which no citizen revolts and E picks her favorite

action, a = b. In a third equilibrium, citizens use mixed strategies. Note also that under complete

information, the ruler either falls or survives with certainty, which is not interesting for examining

the determinants of media independence.

2.2.2 Incomplete Information Setting

In the analysis that follows, I assume that players are uncertain about the ruler’s rebellion proof

θ ∈ R.

The ruler, E and each citizen i ∈ [0, 1] hold a prior belief that θ is normally distributed with

mean µ and precision α; θ ∼ N (µ, 1
α)8. I assume that there exist observed events statistically

related to the true state of the world that permit the elite and all citizens to each receive a private

signal. Before E and citizens get to choose their action, they observe a private signal of I’s capacity

to quell protesters. Citizen i ∈ [0, 1] observes a signal xi = θ + εi, where εi ∼iid N (0, 1
β ), and E

observes yd = θ + εd, where εd ∼ N (0, 1
τd

), with εi, ε and θ mutually independent9.

When there is media freedom (d = 1), E observes a signal y = θ + ε1, and when the media is

silenced (d = 0), E’s private signal is y = θ + ε0. I assume that τ0 < τ1 to capture the fact that a

free press can improve E’s quality of information.

The precision of the prior distribution, α, captures the informativeness of players’ prior belief. A

player’s private signal is tantamount to her private assessment of regime strength, and the precision

8The fact that the normal distribution has a support on R (as opposed to being bounded) implies that there does
exist an off-equilibrium path, which is often conducive to equilibrium multiplicity. In addition, the fact that the
normal prior is conjugate to a normal likelihood facilitates analysis.

9Note that players signal satisfy the Strict Monotone Likelihood Ratio Property (SMLRP). Hence, they believe
that a higher signal comes from a higher state. We then expect their equilibrium strategies to be a monotone function
of their signals.
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of the signal represents the accuracy of her private assessment. For example, when α is very large,

the setting is almost surely equivalent to the one with complete information; citizens and E almost

perfectly know the expertise and competence of the regime’s secret agents. In that case, the

regime’s strength is publicly known and citizens’ private information has no bite in their decision

to revolt. They can therefore easily coordinate an anti-government political action. However, when

β is instead large, each citizen has accurate private information about the regime’s strength. In

such circumstances, revolution can only fail because of the coordination problem citizens have to

overcome when deciding whether to revolt. Finally, the precision τ of E’s private signal plays

the same role, but the elite does not face a coordination problem. When τ is large, E is very

certain about the regime’s strength and, as I will show later, will always want to engage in more

wrongdoing.

Updating solely on the basis of her private signal, E believes that θ is distributed with mean

αµ+τy
α+τ and variance 1

α+τ . Similarly, a citizen updates solely on the basis of his signal and believes

that θ is distributed with mean αµ+βx
α+β and variance 1

α+β , given his private signal x. Finally,

conditional on x, y is distributed normally with mean x and variance τ+β
τβ . For all t ∈ R, Φ(t) =∫ t

−∞ φ(x)dx is the cumulative density function of the normal distribution with mean 0 and standard

deviation 1; where φ(x) = 1√
2π
e(−x

2

2
).

2.3 Timing and Equilibrium

The timing of the game with or without media freedom is described as follows:

1. I chooses whether to suppress the media;

2. Nature selects the state θ from the normal distribution with mean µ and precision α;

3. E observes a private signal y = θ + εd and decides whether to misbehave (a = b) or not

(a = g);

4. Each citizen i ∈ [0, 1] observes a private signal xi = θ + εi and may or may not observe E’s

action. Citizens simultaneously decide whether to revolt or not.
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The equilibrium concept is Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium. Citizen i’s strategy under media

tolerance is a mapping from her signal space R and the elite’s strategy space {b, g} to {0, 1};

si : R× {g, b} 7→ {0, 1}. Under media suppression, her strategy is a mapping from her signal space

only to {0, 1}; s∅i : R 7→ {0, 1}. Note that the role of the media is to conceal the elite’s actions in

office. For example, the ruler can establish laws that prohibit negative reporting about the regime.

Denote F (θ|I) as the cumulative distribution describing a citizen’s posterior belief about regime

strength θ given her information I. Under media freedom, a citizen’s information set contains her

private signal as well as the elite’s action a: I = {x, a}. When the media is suppressed, I is a

singleton and contains the citizen’s private signal, I = {x}. Thus, the (non-strategic) media has an

effect on citizens’ perception of the elite bureaucrats’ actions10. When there is media censorship, I

take into account the fact a citizens do not observe a. Her expected payoff given θ is Ea[u(d, a, S; θ)],

where Ea denotes the fact that the expectation is taken with respect to E’s action a. With with

media freedom, (i.e d = m), Ea[u(d, a, S; θ)] = u(d, a, S; θ). Finally, because a citizen assigns

positive mass to all values of θ conditional on her information, F (θ|I) is pinned down by Bayes’

rule.

The elite’s strategy is a mapping from the signal space R, the ruler’s action space {m,¬m}

to {b, g}. sE : R × {m,¬m} 7→ {b, g}. Denote FE(θ|I) the cumulative distribution function of

the elite’s posterior belief about the regime’s strength. FE(θ|I) is pinned down by Bayes’ rule.

Denoting sI the ruler’s strategy, sI = m if I allows media freedom, and sI = ¬m if I chooses to

suppress the media.

I focus on a symmetric pure strategy in which citizens adopt the same strategy. An PBE in

symmetric pure strategy is a triple σ = (s, sE , sI) and beliefs F (.|I), FE(.|I) such that the following

conditions are satisfied.

a) s ∈ arg max
s′∈{0,1}

∫∞
−∞ Ea[ui(sI , sE , s′; θ)]dF (θ|I)

10This specification differs from Boleslavsky, Shadmehr and Sonin (2018), where the media generates a public
report about the ruler’s type, or Little (2015) where the media reports both on citizens revolt tactics and the level of
grievance in the population. In this setup, a free press generates a public report about the elite bureaucrat’s actions.
My specification is more related to Prat (2005), where a free press is a transparency device that allows the principal
to observe the agent’s action. When the media is suppressed, the elite bureaucrat’s action is concealed to citizens.
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b) sE ∈ arg max
a∈{b,g}

∫∞
−∞ uE(sI , a, s; θ)dFE(θ|I)

c) sI ∈ arg max
d∈{m,¬m}

∫∞
−∞ uI(d, s, sE ; θ)dΦ(θ)

Condition a) represents the sequential rationality requirement for each citizen, while condition

b) is the similar condition that pertains to E. The incumbent ruler takes his decision based on his

prior (condition c)). Conditional on the equilibrium strategy of others as well as his/her belief, a

player must choose an action that maximizes his/her expected payoff.

3 Analysis

In this section, I first describe the players’ optimal behavior when there is media tolerance. Under

mild conditions on a citizen’s private signal, I show that there is a unique equilibrum in threshold

strategies. Next, I perform a similar analysis by assuming that there is no independent media,

in which case E’s action is imperfectly observed by citizens. The metric evaluating the value of

media freedom is the ex-ante likelihood of regime survival. To save on notations I only differentiate

between E’s quality of information (τ1 versus τ0) when analyzing the benefit of allowing a free

press. All proofs appear in the appendix.

3.1 Political Environment with Media Freedom

This paper analyses the theoretical foundations of media freedom in dictatorships. A free press

makes it transparent for citizens to observe elite actions. For example, when the press is inde-

pendent, it may conduct its own investigation to collect secret information and possess the liberty

to make negative and unbiased reports about the regime. These reports are easily perceived by

citizens. To anchor the freedom of the press in a formal model, I assume that citizens perfectly

observe cases of wrongdoings. Therefore, citizen response is a function of E’s action in office. I look

for a symmetric equilibrium in threshold strategies for the elite bureaucrat. That is, a threshold

strategy described by a cutoff y∗. A type y engages in wrongdoing if y > y∗ and does not if y < y∗.
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3.1.1 Citizens’ Decision to Protest

This section presents citizens’ optimal behavior when the elite has selected action a ∈ {b, g}. Given

E’s action a, the marginal citizen must be indifferent between revolting and not. The indifference

condition is provided by the following equation:

R.Φ

(
1√
α+ β

(
αθ−

√
βΦ−1(θ)−αµ

))
+(u(a)−c).

[
1−Φ

(
1√
α+ β

(
αθ−

√
βΦ−1(θ)−αµ

))]
= u(a)

(4)

where u(a) = 0 if a = g and u(a) = −ν if a = b.

The LHS of expression (4) is the marginal citizen’s expected payoff from revolting, while the

RHS is the expected payoff from staying home. Note that the posterior probability that the regime

falls from the perspective of the marginal citizen with private signal xa = θa + 1√
β

Φ−1(θa) is

Φ

(
1√
α+ β

(
αθ −

√
βΦ−1(θ)− αµ

))
.

With this probability, the popular uprising is successful and a participating citizen gets R.

However, with complementary probability, the regime survives and a protester obtains u(a) − c.

On the other hand, choosing not to revolt yields u(a) when E’s action is a.

Proposition 1 delineates citizens’ equilibrium behavior. Part a) shows that when citizens’ private

information is very precise (β is large), equation (4) has a unique solution; implying that the

revolution game has a unique symmetric equilibrium in threshold strategies11.

Part b) shows that the regime’s threshold in equilibrium when there is wrongdoing is larger than

when there is not. Intuitively, when the elite engages in corruption, the liberty of the press to report

such misconduct makes the information widespread in the country. Hence, citizens easily perceive

whether E has misbehaved and the direct consequences of this misbehavior on their well-being. In

addition, given that a citizen’s private signal is very precise, she is willing to participate only when

11Hellwig (2002) enumerates all equilibria in a global game with a public signal. He shows that the multiplicity
depends on the degree of higher order uncertainty in the coordination game. When the public signal has more
precision than the private signal, there is a reduction in the citizens’ higher order uncertainty and we have multiple
equilibria, given that citizens can resolve the coordination problem. On the other hand, when citizens’ private signal
is very precise, the higher order uncertainty is maintained and there is a unique equilbirium.
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she is certain that others will follow, and others are more likely to follow when there has been a

wrongdoing. As a result, wrongdoings raise incentives for citizens to protest against the regime. On

the other hand, when there is no wrongdoing, a citizen’s opportunity cost from revolting is larger

than otherwise. Therefore, very few citizens prefer to revolt when the elite bureaucrat behaves well.

Part c) describes citizens’ equilibrium threshold. The fact that the citizens’ threshold following

a wrongdoing b is larger is an artifact of the idea that citizens are more willing to protest when

they observe elites’ mismanagement.

Proposition 1 a) Suppose a citizen’s signal precision is large. Then, for each a ∈ {b, g}, there

exists a regime threshold θa ∈ (0, 1) that satisfies (4). Moreover, θg = R
R+c and θb = R+ν

R+ν+c ;

b) The regime threshold when the elite engages in wrongdoing is larger than the threshold when

there is no misconduct: θg < θb;

c) Following action a, the marginal citizen has a private signal xa. An individual with private

signal x < xa revolts, while an individual with private signal x > xa does not; xg = θg +

1√
β

Φ−1(θg) < θb + 1√
β

Φ−1(θb) = xb.

Proof. See Appendix A.

Proposition 1 justifies why politicians and public officials dread media operations when engaging

in illicit behavior. The media ability can damage their reputations by informing citizens about their

illegal acts. In authoritarian regimes the effect of media operations is more devastating as it can

precipitate regime breakdown mostly when there is misconduct. In the next subsection, given

citizens’ optimal response, I move backward and analyze E’s equilibrium behavior.

3.1.2 The Elite’s Optimal Action

When E chooses her action, she anticipates the citizens’ reaction. Suppose citizens are playing

according to the strategy (xg, xb) as described by Proposition 1. That is, following E’s action

a = g, a citizen revolts if his private signal is lower than xg and does not if his private signal is

larger. Similarly, following action a = b, revolting is possible if x < xb.

Given a private signal y, when choosing to engage in misconduct, E’s expected payoff is
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b× Pr[θ > θb|y]− λ = bΦ

(√
α+ τ(

αµ+ τy

α+ τ
− θb)

)
− λ,

while behaving honestly yields

g × Pr[θ > θg|y] = gΦ

(√
α+ τ(

αµ+ τy

α+ τ
− θg)

)
.

To understand the previous formula, note that the elite’s action a = g induces the citizen’s

strategy described by the threshold xg. Given that an individual revolts if x < xg and does not if

x > xg, citizens’ behavior produces a regime threshold θg
12. This implies, from the perspective of

an elite with private signal y, that a regime would survive with conditional probability Pr[θ > θg|y].

When the regime survives, action a = g yields g to E and is costless. In the event that the regime is

toppled, the elite gets 0. A similar reasoning explains the case a = b. The only difference between

these is the cost λ that E incurs when engaging in wrongdoing.

In Appendix A, I show that E’s net expected payoff is an increasing function of her private

signal, and that there must exist y∗ such that for any signal y < y∗, it is optimal to be honest, and

for y > y∗, engaging in wrongdoing is preferable. y∗ solves:

bΦ

(√
α+ τ(

αµ+ τy∗

α+ τ
− θb)

)
− λ = gΦ

(√
α+ τ(

αµ+ τy∗

α+ τ
− θg)

)
(5)

Moreover, because E’s net expected payoff is strictly increasing in her signal, y∗ is unique. If the

benefit-without-cost of being dishonest (when the regime survives) is large (b is large), or the prior

mean is too large (µ ≥ µ̃), E has a strong preference for risk-taking and would sometimes adopt a

very low threshold13. In other words, in this extreme case, E would have a very low incentive to

behave well, and there would be an equilibrium in which y∗ < 0. In this paper, I focus on the case

where µ and b take on moderate values.

If 2λ > b, and µ < µ̄, there exists a unique y∗ > 0 solution of (5). In other words, if the perks

from engaging in wrongdoing (b) is not extremely large (2λ > b), there is a unique equilibrium

12Zero-probability events are ignored
13Note that a large prior mean conveys a public signal that the ruler is very strong, which would provide more

incentive for low threshold adoption.
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strategy characterized by a positive threshold that describes E’s equilibrium behavior.

Proposition 2 Suppose Assumption 1 is satisfied and citizens’ signal precision is strong.

a) There exists a unique y∗ that characterizes E’s equilibrium behavior; y∗ satisfies equation (5),

such that an elite with private signal y prefers to misbehave if y > y∗, does not misbehave

when y < y∗ and is indifferent when y = y∗.

b) If the personal benefit an elite enjoys when engaging in wrongdoing is not extremely large

(2λ > b) and the average regime strength is not too high (µ < µ̄) for some µ̄ > 0, then y∗ is

strictly positive.

Proof See Appendix A.

E’s equilibrium strategy depends on two important variables: the level of uncertainty about

whether the ruler will survive a popular uprising (µ and τ) and the direct benefit from engaging

in bad behavior (b). Proposition 2 shows that when the prior mean and the benefit from being

corrupt take on moderate values, we can sustain a unique positive threshold describing when E is

going to misbehave. If the rents from wrongdoing are excessively large, unless she believes that the

regime is not very likely to survive, E prefers to always engage in wrongdoing and her equilibrium

threshold is negative. The condition on the prior mean is also important for this result to hold. If

µ is large, then there is public knowledge that the regime is strong and E is more willing to engage

in wrongdoing. It is also important to understand E’s behavior as a function of the uncertainty

she faces. The next corollary serves this end. Under the condition that b is lower than 2λ, E’s

confidence in committing a wrongdoing is a monotone increasing function of her level of information.

Corollary 1 Suppose Assumption 1 holds, 2λ > b and µ < µ̄.

a) For every signal precision τ > 0, the elite’s equilibrium threshold is larger than the regime

threshold when there is misconduct θb: y
∗(τ) > θb;

b) The larger the signal precision, the higher the frequency of elites’ wrongdoing: ∂y∗(τ)
∂τ < 0 for

all τ > 0.
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The first part of the corollary describes the cautiousness effect of uncertainty on E’s behavior,

or E’s level of confidence in engaging in wrongdoing as a function of her quality of information.

Because of the lack of information about the regime’s fate during a popular uprising, E adopts

a very large threshold. A large threshold corresponds to a low frequency of wrongdoings. Part

a) stipulates that under media freedom, E’s threshold is larger than the regime threshold when

there is wrongdoing. Note that the regime survives a popular uprising regardless of E’s action if

it has a strength larger than θb. This corresponds to a regime that has established very effective

revolt-proofing structures. Unfortunately, E is uninformed about θ and only observes a private

signal. Part a) of the corollary shows that even though E has a preference for corruption, because

of her limited information about the regime’s capacity to handle a popular uprising, she adopts

an equilibrium threshold by being cautious; taking into account the fact that a wrongdoing might

terminate the regime’s tenure. As a result, the threshold y∗(τ) is larger than θb.

The second part of the Corollary shows that E’s level of confidence increases as her uncertain

falls. Note that the smaller E’s uncertainty about the regime’s revolt-proofing, the larger τ is.

When τ increases, not only does E acquire good-quality information about the regime’s capacity to

withstand a mass protest, but also becomes more optimistic about the consequences of her actions.

Hence, she is more willing to choose her most preferred action. This implies that the smaller the

uncertainty around revolt-proofing, the more frequently E engages in wrongdoing.

Denote E’s payoff from action a = g and action a = b as Hg and Hb respectively. For each τ ,

the curve of H(y, τ) = Hb(y, τ)−Hg(y, τ), E’s net payoff from a wrongdoing, is plotted in Figure

1, along with the vertical line representing the equation y = θb. The elite’s net expected payoff

intersects the horizontal axis at a unique point. Moreover, the intersection is a decreasing function

of the signal precision τ .

When E is certain about the regime’s revolt-proofing, she sets her threshold closer to the regime

threshold. Hence, when τ increases, y∗(τ) moves towards θb.

Finally, I assess how regime survival fares when it adopts media freedom and how its value for

an independent press is affected by uncertainty around revolt-proofing. This is measured by the

expected likelihood of regime survival. Note that when E is corrupt, the ex-ante likelihood that the
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Figure 1: E’s Net payoff from a wrongdoing

regime survives is the probability the regime strength lies above the threshold θb, Pr[θ > θb]. The

similar likelihood when E is not corrupt is Pr[θ > θg]. In addition, from the ruler’s perspective,

the ex-ante probability that E misbehaves is Pr[y > y∗], while with complementary probability

Pr[y < y∗], E is honest. Thus, the ex-ante expected probability that the regime survives under

media freedom is given by ΣF = Pr[y < y∗]× Pr[θ > θg] + Pr[y > y∗]× Pr[θ > θb].

Lemma 1 ΣF (τ) is strictly decreasing in τ .

Lemma 1 shows that an incumbent ruler that tolerates an independent media has smaller

chances of surviving the smaller E’s uncertainty about the regime’s revolt-proofing. When E’s

uncertainty decreases, she engages more in wrongdoing. Figure 2 shows that a reduction in the

level of uncertainty (an increase in τ) raises the frequency of bureaucratic wrongdoing (y∗ decreases).

An increase in the frequency of wrongdoing also increases citizens’ incentive to protest, which in
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turn negatively affects the likelihood of regime survival. This culminates in a reduction of the

likelihood of regime survival.

3.2 Political Environment with Media Suppression

The previous section examined how the presence of a free press affects the political interaction

between citizens and elites bureaucrats. In that setup, I assumed that an independent press provides

citizens with complete information about E’s actions in office. However, most authoritarian regimes

dislike a free press. In fact, an independent press is the Achilles’ heel for most dictators, and the

fear of negative reporting and the disclosure of regime secrets is the prime motivation to ban

independent media in the country. This section analyzes a political arena that incorporates this

feature in an attempt to understand the relationship between citizens’ political actions, E’s decision

to engage in wrongdoing, and leadership survival.

The major difference when there is media censorship is the effect on citizens’ inference of E’s

actions. Because publishing negative reports on the regime is prohibited, citizens’ faculty to detect

cases of corruption is significantly impaired. I capture this feature in a formal model by assuming

that individuals are uncertain about E’s actions. As a consequence, their decisions to revolt are

not a function of E’s actions.

As in the previous section, I search for a symmetric equilibrium in threshold strategies (xe, ȳ)

that describes equilibrium for both citizens and E. A citizen with private signal x revolts if x < xe,

does not revolt if x > xe. At the same time, E does not engage in wrongdoing if y < ȳ, is indifferent

if y = ȳ, and is honest if y > ȳ.

3.2.1 Citizens’ Decision to Revolt

Suppose E follows a strategy described by the threshold ȳ. Conditional on the state being θ,

citizens’ equilibrium strategy induces a mass mobilization with size S(θ) = Φ
(√
β(xe − θ)

)
. There

must exist θe such that S(θe) = Φ
(√
β(xe − θe)

)
. Thus, the citizens’ threshold satisfies:

xe = θe +
1√
β

Φ−1(θe) (6)
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Revolting upon observing a private signal x is optimal if and only if Pr[θ < θe|x] > c(
R−E[u(a)|x,ȳ]+c

) ,

where E[u(a)|x, ȳ] is the posterior expectation of a citizen’s status quo payoff based on a private

signal is x, in a political environment with a silenced press and when E has adopted a strategy

described by the threshold ȳ. This expectation stems from the fact that E’s actions are unobserved

in a setting without a free press.

The next proposition describes citizens’ equilibrium behavior and the regime threshold. As was

the case in the previous section, the citizens’ signal must be precised in order to maintain the higher

order uncertainty and sustain a unique equilibrium.

Proposition 3 a) The marginal citizen has a private signal xe that satisfies equation (6), where

the regime threshold θe solves the equation:

Φ

(
1√
α+ β

(
αθe −

√
βΦ−1(θe)− αµ

))
=

c[
νΦ

(√
τβ
τ+β

(
θe + 1√

β
Φ−1(θe)− ȳ

))
+R+ c

]
(7)

b) There exists β̃ such that if citizens have high-quality information, β > β̃, expression (7) has

a unique solution.

c) The regime equilibrium thresholds under media freedom, θg and θb, and the equivalent threshold

under media censorship, θe, are such that θg < θe < θb.

Proof

See Appendix B.

Part a) of Proposition 3 is the equivalent of expression (4) in the environment of media censor-

ship. Part b) specifies conditions on citizens’ private signal for a unique equilibrium to exist, and

part c) states that the regime’s threshold in the absence of a free press is lower than the threshold

that follows elite misconduct when the media is independent. In order words, leadership survival is

lower when the media is free, conditional on E engaging in wrongdoing, than when the press is not

free at all. Intuitively, since wrongdoing increases citizens incentive to revolt when the press is free,

it facilitates regime downfall. Media censorship reduces citizens’ aptitude to observe E’s actions
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and subsequently impairs their faculty to perceive that their well-being is being deteriorated by

E’s misconduct. This inability to make a welfare assessment lessens their incentives to take to

the street and protest. Therefore, they are less likely to participate in anti-government political

actions. An increase in citizens’ unwillingness to participate in protest raises the regime’s chances

of remaining in power. As a consequence, θe must be smaller than θb.

By contrast, when there is no wrongdoing and the media is free, the regime’s threshold is lower

than the threshold when the press is not free. Upon observing no news, citizens update more

negatively about E’s action compared to their response after they observe E’s honest action. This

behavior following no news has a similar flavor to that in Shadmehr and Bernhardt (2015). The

authors show that citizens often draw inferences that the news could have been far worse after

censorship. The model uncovers that effect by having θg < θe.

3.2.2 The Elite’s Equilibrium Behavior

I turn now to E’s decision given that citizens are following the strategy as described by the threshold

xe. The analysis in this section is similar to the one conducted in the environment with media

tolerance. Thus, I only state important results and refer the reader to Appendix B for details.

How are the frequency of wrongdoing in equilibrium (embodied by ȳ(τ)) and the likelihood of

regime survival affected by the uncertainty associated with revolt-proofing (τ) under media sup-

pression? The next proposition highlights the distributional patterns of this ȳ(τ) when τ changes.

As was the case under media freedom, when there is media censorship, the lower the uncertainty

about the ruler’s revolt-proofing, the higher the chances are that the regime is overthrown. Part a)

of Proposition 4 is a representation of this result. Part b) on the other hand highlights the mecha-

nism through which this effect operates. Similar to the setting with media freedom, an increase in

τ raises the frequency of wrongdoing.

Proposition 4 Suppose Assumption 1 holds. Further assume that 2λ > b. there exists β̃ and

µ̃ > 0 such that for β > β̃ and µ < µ̃.

a) The lower the elite’s uncertainty τ , the larger the regime threshold: dθe(τ)
dτ > 0, for all τ > 0;
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b) There exists ξ ∈ (1
2 , 1), such that if λ

b−g > ξ, the frequency of wrongdoing increases as the

elite’s uncertainty about regime strength decreases: dȳ(τ)
dτ ≤ 0 for all τ > 0.

Leadership survival is undermined by an improvement in the quality of E’s level of information

about the regime’s rebellion-proofing. This effect is driven by E’s attitude when the uncertainty

becomes small. The lower the uncertainty, the more likely E mismanages economic resources:

ȳ(τ) is nonincreasing in τ . When the uncertainty around the ruler’s revolt-proofing is large, the

cautiousness effect kicks in, and E’s concern about the consequences of her actions on the regime’s

tenure persuades her to be dishonest less often. This circumspection gradually fades as her level

of uncertainty decreases. E believes that the regime will be able handle and stop any popular

uprising that emerges, and she is more willing to engage in corruption. However, when ȳ decreases,

a citizen’s posterior expectation about E’s action E[a|x, y] = νΦ

(√
τβ
τ+β

(
θe + 1√

β
Φ−1(θe) − ȳ

))
increases, leading to a greater willingness to attempt revolt. An increase in the quality of E’s

information expands her incentives to be corrupt which in turn provides greater motivation for

citizens to participate in a revolt. This results in a reduction in the likelihood that the regime

survives (Pr[θ > θe]); θe increases.

3.3 Media Tolerance versus Media Suppression

This section exhibits the main result of the paper. How does the dictator choose between sup-

pressing the press and tolerating it? I show that the optimal decision depends on the elite’s level

of uncertainty τ . Because E’s incentive to engage in wrongdoing monotonically depends on her

level of uncertainty τ , whether the ruler tolerates or suppresses the press would depend on the

anticipated frequency of wrongdoing (embodied by either ȳ or y∗), which in turn is a function of

the elite’s quality of information τ .

The mechanic outlined by the next proposition and its corollary highlights when a ruler may

find it optimal to allow media freedom. A free press would reduce the effect of large τ if it can

discipline E and make her comply to a large equilibrium threshold. However, when the uncertainty

is acute, a free press impacts on the level of elite bureaucrat’s uncertainty by making her more

informed about the regime’s ability to stifle rebellion. This raises E’s incentive to misbehave.
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Proposition 5 (Uncertainty Reduction and Disciplining effect) Suppose the equilibrium con-

ditions are satisfied. There exists τ̃ > 0 such that:

a) If E’s has poor quality of information, τ < τ̄ , she engages in wrongdoing more under media

tolerance than under media suppression: y∗(τ) < ȳ(τ). That is, media freedom reduces the

degree of uncertainty around revolt-proofing because it makes E more willing to engage in

wrongdoing.

b) On the other hand, when E has good quality of information, τ > τ̃ , her equilibrium threshold

under media freedom (y∗) is larger than the equilibrium threshold when there is media cen-

sorship (ȳ): y∗(τ) ≥ ȳ(τ), for τ ≥ τ̃ . That is, media freedom serves as a disciplining device

on elite behavior.

Proof

See Appendix C.

Corollary 2 (Contradicting Conventional Logic) Suppose the equilibrium conditions are sat-

isfied, and τ0 < τ̄ < τ1. Then, y∗(τ1) < ȳ(τ0). That is under acute uncertainty, E engages in

wrongdoing more when the press is free.

Proof: Given that τ0 < τ̄ < τ1, and y∗ is strictly decreasing, y∗(τ1) < y∗(τ0) < ȳ(τ0). Q.E.D

In Part a) of Proposition 5, when the elite’s access to information is acute τ < τ̄ , the equilib-

rium threshold under media tolerance y∗(τ) is smaller than the equivalent threshold under media

suppression ȳ(τ). This implies that the elite engages in wrongdoing more under media tolerance

than when the media is suppressed. Corollary 2 provides a better understanding of the effect of

a free press on the elites’ level of uncertainty. Consider the level of uncertainty τ0 under media

suppression and τ1 under media independence. Assume that τ0 < τ̄ < τ1 such that a free press

improves E’s quality of information from τ0 to τ1. Corollary 2 shows that when E’s quality of

information moves from an initial level τ0 to τ1 she engages in wrongdoing more, all else equal.

Thus, in contrast to general wisdom, a free press undermines bureaucratic performance.
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On the other hand, media freedom gives E incentives to comply to a low frequency of economic

wrongdoing, mostly when she has small uncertainty (τ is large). I have shown in previous sections

that little uncertainty is correlated with large frequency of misconduct. A free press directly exposes

E to citizens’ reaction when she misbehaves. This result about the disciplining effect of a free press

on elite attitude under small uncertainty is consistent with Egorov et al. (2009), and Lorentzen

(2014). These authors consider a setting in which bureaucrats have perfect information about

regime strength, and show that an independent media would always expose corrupt public officials.

The current paper provides a lower bound on the level of bureaucrat uncertainty (τ̄) below which

a free press will not induce proper incentive; instead, it would reduce the level of uncertainty and

subsequently raise the willingness to engage in wrongdoing.

The next proposition shows that a free press increases leadership survival when the uncertainty

around revolt proofing is small—τ is large—and decreases when uncertainty is large—τ is small.

Denote ΣNF the expected likelihood of regime survival when the press is not free. Note that under

media suppression a regime survives if it has a strength θ larger than the equilibrium threshold

θe. Thus, ΣNF (τ) = Pr[θ > θe] = 1 − Φ(
(
θe − µ

)√
α). If θe(τ) is strictly increasing in τ (see

Proposition 4 part a)), then ΣNF (τ) is strictly decreasing in τ . Moreover, by Proposition 3,

ΣNF < 1− Φ
((
θg − µ

)√
α
)

= lim
τ→0

ΣNF .

Thus, under large uncertainty around revolt proofing, engaging in media censorship is optimal for

the ruler. See Appendix C for a more detailed proof.

Proposition 6 (Optimal Liberalization) a) When E’s uncertainty regarding the regime’s abil-

ity to resist a popular uprising is small, the likelihood of regime survival is larger under media

tolerance than under media suppression:

lim
τ→∞

ΣNF (τ) < lim
τ→∞

ΣF (τ)

b) On the other hand, when E’s uncertainty is large, the likelihood of regime survival when the
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the press is silenced is larger than when the press is independent:

lim
τ→0

ΣNF (τ) > lim
τ→0

ΣF (τ)

The analysis suggests that in equilibrium, the ruler compares the expected likelihood that he

survives when he suppresses the media to the expected likelihood when he does not to determine

whether silencing the media is profitable. However, the likelihood he survives is a function of the

bureaucrat’s quality of information about the regime’s capacity to quell public demonstrations.

Part a) of Proposition 6 states that when there is little uncertainty around revolt-proofing, an

authoritarian regime would benefit by allowing media freedom. The idea is that little uncertainty

is associated with more economic misconduct. Because E is very optimistic about the consequences

of her actions on regime survival, she is willing to constantly pick her most preferred action, which

involves repeatedly engaging in corruption and embezzlement. This behavior is attenuated by an

introduction of an independent media. Proposition 4 tells us that corruption is less likely to occur

when there is media opening. Note that lim
τ→∞

y∗(τ) = θb and lim
τ→∞

y(τ) = θe and θb > θe. Citizens

directly perceive E’s actions in this political environment and use violent means to demand change

when they learn that there has been wrongdoing, which in turn disciplines the elite and raises

leadership survival.

However, allowing the media to be independent is not optimal is not optimal when E has noisy

information about the regime’s revolt-proofing because a free press will increase the quality of the

elite’s information. Independent media can publish reports about the regime’s establishment of

parallel military structures, it’s promotion strategies and it’s espionage on activists leaders. This

information may improve E’s knowledge about the regime’s revolt-proofing and give her more

incentive to engage in wrongdoing. Note that lim
τ→0

y∗(τ) = y∗0 < ∞ and lim
τ→0

y(τ) = ∞. Media

censorship prevents this occurrence from happening, and increases the probability of leadership

survival.
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4 Overview of Key Concepts and Findings

4.1 Elite Wrongdoing and Popular Uprising

Dictators confront two major threats to their authority. The threat of coup d’etat from a regime

insider, and the threat emanating from discontented citizens. In this paper, I focus on the threat

from the masses— citizen’s demonstrations demanding change. More specifically, I consider a

political environment in which the dictator has managed to eliminate elites’ rebellion by sharing

power with the ruling clique. The frequency of elite coups is minimized when the power is balanced

between the ruler and his allies (Svolik (2012), pg 86). This is because balancing power with

the clique alleviates the commitment and monitoring problems that always pervade governance in

autocracies.

Public protest, on the other hand, is the major outlet for citizens to express their legitimate

grievances in dictatorships. But mounting a successful revolt against a regime is a daunting task

for three reasons. First, each individual incurs a cost c > 0 when participating in a revolt (e.g.

imprisonment, lost time, effort etc.). Second, individuals are uncertain about how many protesters

it will take to upend the regime. Third, they face a collective action problem associated with

participation—when deciding whether to participate, an agent doubts others’ participation. In this

setup, I add endogenous public information that can augment citizens grievances and incite them

to demonstrate on the street—elite action in office. Demonstrators’ grievances are usually fueled

by bad governance, poor living conditions and mistrust in the state apparatus (Ortis et. al (2013)).

I develop a model in which these grievances are caused by elite misbehavior. Citizens interpret

bureaucrats’ economic mismanagement as mirroring the regime’s unwillingness to create economic

opportunity, and an environment in which people could strive economically. Hence, an instance of

corruption or economic wrongdoing provides a disutility to citizens14.

The magnitude of this disutility depends on whether citizens perfectly perceive cases of cor-

ruption or not—and therefore, whether their authoritarian government tolerates a free press. For

example, consider the corruption scandal that implicated the Egyptian Center of Economic Studies

14As Chayes (2015), page 71 comments:”At some point, the last straw breaks the camel’s back, and revolution
eventually flares up when people patience is exhausted”.
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chaired by Gamal Mubarak, the toppled President Hosni Mubarak’s son15. Egyptian revolution-

aries in Tahrir Square in January 2011 were fed up by perceptions of these cases of unpunished

wrongdoing by the crony-capitalist clique around Mubarak (Chayes (2015), pg 85; Acemoglu and

Robinson (2012), pg 28).

The more citizens perceive instances of economic mismanagement the greater their desire to

take to the streets and protest. This motivation to demonstrate and demand change endangers

regime survival. The model I develop in this paper clearly predicts this outcome. I show that elite

misconduct expands citizens motivation to protest, and subsequently diminishes the likelihood of

regime survival when there is media freedom. The finding is illustrated by the public demonstrations

that led to the downfall of the former Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak.

However, the absence of elite wrongdoing does not negatively alter citizens’ utility. But indi-

viduals can still decide to protest. This substantive assumption in the model captures the fact

that elite mismanagement is not the only driver of mass protests. While elites can refrain from

misbehaving, economic and socio-economic variables on other dimensions such as inequality, social

injustice, or lack of political competition might fuel public protests. Ortiz et al. (2013) counted

843 instances of protests in 84 countries (including democracies) between January 2006 and July

2013. According to their account, 142 protests emanated from grievances about corruption, 113

about inequality and 218 mass protests flared up to demand a real democracy. The model shows

that a lower likelihood of regime overthrow is associated with the absence of elites misconduct.

4.2 Uncertainty and Elite Wrongdoing

One innovation in this paper is the incorporate of elite’s uncertain about the ruler’s ability to quell

public protests: the regime revolt-proofing. I argue that this uncertainty stems from the ruler’s

decision to reinforce his grip on power.

The ruler can engage in power consolidation strategies to enhance the effectiveness of internal

security and military forces against belligerent threats. For example he can appoint military officers

that are loyal, while imprisoning or executing military officers that are disloyal. This was the case

15https://www.washingtonpost.com/investigations/in-egypt-corruption-had-an-american-
root/2011/10/07/gIQAApWoyL story.html
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with Saddam Hussein who promoted Sunnis over Kurds and Shiites, or Fidel Castro who built

his military forces around a Communist ideology (Talmadge (2015), Biddle and Zirkle (1996))16.

However, the literature on power consolidation has rebuked this strengthening tactic as it reduces

the effectiveness of military forces because of the trade-off between competence and loyalty (Biddle

and Zirkle (1996), Quinlivan (1999)). Promoting on the basis of loyalty rather than merit worsens

performance17.

Moreover, if the ruler designs his power consolidation strategy by around merit-based promo-

tion he may still be at risk because he forgoes loyal officers. Admittedly, meritocracy does not

ensure loyalty. During the Burkinabe uprising in Burkina Faso in 2014, General Kouamé Lougué,

along with 12 other officers, sided with the demonstrators and ended President Blaise Compaoré’s

rule18. Thus, engaging in power consolidation strategies does not assure absolute resistance to mass

protests.

The model builds on this dilemma to assume that players have limited information about the

regime’s rebellion proofing, θ. The ruler may create these revolt-proof structures and still be

uncertain regarding how competent and effective they are. Unless there is serious testing, limited

information about the capacity of these repressive devices to resist a mass protest will still be

present19. This is especially true given that it is difficult for a ruler to assess the degree of loyalty

of regime elites (Gandhi and Lawrence (2020), Reiter (2020)).

By the same token, the elites are uncertain about espionage agencies, parallel military structures

and the competence and expertise of these structures established by the ruler. The uncertainty

in regard to these structures can be about their existence as well. The model assumes that the

elite bureaucrat observes a private signal about the competence of these revolt-proofing structures

16Related to this point, Fidel Castro’s more charismatic lieutenants were regularly purged. Camillo Cienfuegos
suffered a plan “accident”, Che Guevara wound up abandoned and out-gunned on the Bolivian Alte Plano, and,
ostensibly, Arnaldo Ochoa was implicated in narcotics trafficking.

17Other techniques that can reduce military effectiveness include reduced training, counterbalancing (see Reiter
(2020))

18https://www.bbc.com/news/world-africa-29831262
19The limited information about the regime’s revolt-proofing assumption is similar to the assumption about lack

of information on workers productivity that has propelled the career concern literature in the field of Organizational
Economics: Workers, despite their high educational achievement and their experience, still cannot provide an accurate
estimation of their productivity (e.g see Holmström (1999), Prat (2005)). Similar to that setting, the ruler here does
not know more than citizens and elites about the regime’s capacity to deter a successful popular uprising.
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with precision τ , a parameter that captures how accurate the private signal is—large τ meaning

the signal is highly accurate.

Elites differ in their signal’s precision τ . General officers and the minister of defense may have

very precise signals because of their proximity to the army, while other members of the ruling clique

such as the minister of the interior, for example, might have access to lower signals. Accordingly,

the analysis here focuses on such elites as senior officials in the military or a Minister of Defense.

I find that the frequency of wrongdoing decreases with the degree of uncertainty regarding the

regime’s rebellion proofness. When the signal precision τ is large—uncertainty is small—elites en-

gage more in misconduct. This result is illustrated by the cases of corruption and money laundering

of General officers and President Ortega’s cronies in the Nicaraguan government. In 2018, the US

State Department and Human Rights Watch accused General Ramon Avellán and General Jaime

Vanegas of being responsible for human right abuses and corruption20. Both men were members

of the ruling clique with large signal precision—small uncertainty—about the regime’s rebellion

proofing. They would tend to engage more in economic mismanagement according to the theoret-

ical finding. Whereas ruling allies with large uncertainty tend to be cautious and engage less in

wrongdoing.

A substantive assumption is that elites enjoy impunity. While it is plausible that the ruler may

rely on other methods to sanction corrupt elites (e.g. firing) the paper captures a situation where

the elite bureaucrat has sufficient influence in the government and that she cannot be punished

without running a prohibitive risk of regime instability. For example, to cast the model in the terms

used by Bueno de Mesquita et al. (2003), the elite is a critical member of the ”selectorate”, whose

support is essential for the incumbent ruler to remain in power. Finally, the model is set up in

a political environment where a successful revolution overthrows the entire government, including

both the ruler and the corrupt elite. I am well aware of situations in which a revolt may only be

targeted against the elite accused of misconduct and not the entire regime. Here the downfall of a

member from the support coalition will ruin everyone in the ruling coalition (Bueno de Mesquita et

al. (2003)) and would suddenly result in regime collapse. Subsequently, in an extension, I analyze

20https://www.hrw.org/news/2019/07/16/nicaragua-us-should-sanction-president-ortega
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the situation where the ruler can punish the corrupt elite if his misconduct is detected. In such an

environment, the ruler always tolerates media freedom.

4.3 Media Opening Trade-Off

The important trade-off that I emphasize in this article is that tolerating media freedom produces

two countervailing effects. It may discipline regime elites and impel them not to misbehave. But

a free press also leaves the bureaucrat more confident in the degree to which she can engage in

misconduct, resulting in more mismanagement. I demonstrate that the optimality of media freedom

hinges on the level of elites uncertainty, τ .

A regime confronting highly informed elites would refrain from suppressing the media (see

Proposition 5, part a). General officers are endowed with a very precise signal around the regime’s

ability to resist a revolt. Because of their proximity with soldiers’ operation, training, and their

access to military information, these elites are faced with small uncertainty about the regime’s

ability to defend itself. The model predicts that they would engage in more corrupt behavior.

Moreover, given their membership in the ruling clique, they enjoy impunity. Thus, the optimal

strategy for the dictator is to liberalize, risking an overthrow. Because the risk of expulsion is

shared with the elites, this strategy is conducive to less wrongdoing. I find that (see Corollary 2,

part b) the frequency of wrongdoing is lower under media opening than when the media is silenced.

And this result holds when uncertainty is small.

As an illustration we can regard Nicaragua’s level of media freedom that hovers around 50

as a consequence of liberalization following an increased preference for misconduct among general

officers. I argue that Nicaragua, which is not a democracy, has partially free press because of

the need to discipline corrupt senior officers with little uncertainty around the regime capacity to

survive mass attacks.

Regarding the second effect of media opening, I demonstrate in Corollary 1, part a) that a large

uncertainty—τ is small—results in lower frequency of wrongdoing. Because elites have limited

information about the consequence of their actions they tend to be cautious when assessing whether

to engage in misconduct. For example, a civilian minister who has extremely limited information
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would tend to be honest by not engaging. In these circumstances, allowing media freedom resolves

elites limited information problem and subsequently increases the frequency of misconduct. I show

in Proposition 5, part b) that silencing the press is optimal for the ruler in this situation.

North Korea (PRK) could be considered as a political environment in which elites from the

ruling clique have extremely limited information about the regime’s revolt-proofing. According to

the introductory figure, the country hardly tolerates a free press, confirming the theory advanced

by the current paper. The regime suppresses the media because it does not need to keep the elites

bureaucrat in line.

Finally, I extend the baseline model by allowing for the presence of online media (social media)

and strategic reporting from traditional media (Newspapers, Radios, and TVs). In this setting

I assume that the media is pro-regime. It is always the case that regime elites allocate rents to

media in exchange for favorable reports. This last point is illustrated by Alberto Fujimori’s rule in

Peru in the 1990s. Fujimori relied on Vladimir Montesinos Torres, the secret-police chief to deal

with Fujimori’s dirty work. Montesinos responsibilities included bribing the opposition, judges and

the media to secure Fujimori’s control over the state. Mcmillan and Zoido (2004) document that

among all checks and balances that underpin a democracy, Montesinos’ bribe to silence the media

was larger than the others.

I show that pro-regime media attenuates the effect of elite bureaucrats’ wrongdoing on regime

survival. When the elite bureaucrat is likely to be dishonest, a strategic pro-regime media outlet

provides a low level of investigative reporting. Thus a ruler would benefit more by preventing media

censorship when the media outlet is strategic and supportive.

5 Literature Review

The closest prior study to this paper is Lorentzen (2014) who analyzes the regime’s choice of the

level of investigative reporting, assuming that the fraction of discontented citizens, and therefore of

protesters, is a function of elite bureaucrats’ misconduct. In a binary state model that captures the

level of social tensions about economic conditions, the author documents a trade-off facing the ruler

when adopting an independent press: Permitting watchdog journalism may discipline bureaucrats
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but may also increase citizens’ probability of rebellion as a response to corruption. However, the

author does not examine how bureaucrats’ uncertainty around the regime’s type fares in his setting.

I show that under high uncertainty, a free press increases confidence to engage in wrongdoing. The

ruler thus prefers censorship.

My contribution is to demonstrate that limited information about the regime’s ability to defend

itself against a revolt may influence the adoption of independent medias in authoritarian regimes.

While Egorov et al. (2009) focuses on the need for a functioning economy, this paper considers an

office motivated regime in an environment where the elite bureaucrat, a member of the support

coalition, is uncertain. After all, dictators attach more value to their survival in power than

anything else. The biggest desire of any dictator is be to avoid a removal from power (Reiter 2020).

Given how costly it is for the authoritarian elite to be thrown out, it makes sense for them to be

office motivated. Thus, it is conceivable to restrict attention on how the presence and the absence

of independent medias is associated with leadership survival, conditioning on the regime elites’

uncertainty about the regime’s capacity to withstand rebellion.

Another line of research rationalizes the prevalence of independent media in dictatorships

through the idea that dictators use this institution to produce propaganda and manipulate cit-

izens’ information about the regime (Edmond (2013), Gelbach and Sonin (2014)). However, this

literature does not explain why negative reporting and critical commentaries often emerge in dicta-

torships. The current paper complements this body of work and relates the origin of independent

media in dictatorships to the degree of uncertainty about regime’s ability to withstand a revolt.

Moreover, I develop a model in which the press is not a strategic actor.

Shadmehr and Bernhardt (2015) and Boleslavsky Shadmehr and Sonin (2018) also document

the benefit of limited censorship in authoritarian regimes. The former develops a model in which

the regime may prevent bad news from reaching the public by censoring the media. Citizens build

a negative evaluation of the regime if they observe bad news, and are more likely to protest. Less

censorship increases the ruler’s ex-ante expected payoff because citizens update more negatively

following no news. However, the paper does not model the origin of bad news and good news.

The current paper takes into account this shortcoming by assuming that bad news (e.g news
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about corruption scandals and embezzlement) originates from elite’s strategic decisions. Under

this assumption, less censorship may not benefit the ruler since it is associated with a reduction in

the elite’s uncertainty around the regime’s rebellion proof, which is conducive to more misconduct.

On the other hand, Boleslavsky Shadmehr and Sonin (2018) consider a setup where citizens are

uncertain about the value of regime change—the ruler can be good or bad—and the media plays the

role of a Bayesian persuasion device that designs a signal structure about the ruler’s type. When

allowing media freedom, the ruler is confronted to a protest against his authority, or a counter-

protest after an elite’s coup to restore his authority. The model in the current paper is different to

theirs in three respects. First, I develop a model in which the value of regime change is common

knowledge. Second, the goal of the media is to conceal or reveal to citizens whether wrongdoing has

been committed by the elite bureaucrat, as supposed to ameliorating citizens’ limited information

about the ruler’s type. Finally, while I place uncertainty on the regime’s strength—the minimum

size of attack required to upend the regime—Boleslasvky, Shadmehr and Sonin (2018) consider a

model where there is uncertainty about the cost of protest.

While this paper concentrates on how elites’ actions can facilitate a popular uprising, other

scholars have focused on catalyzing factors such as citizens communication (Shadmehr and Bern-

hardt (2017)), pre-demonstration meetings , social media, communication, protest outcomes from

neighboring countries (Barbera and Jackson (2019)). Shadmehr and Bernardt (2017) develops a

model of revolution with common values where citizens are uncertain about the value of regime

change, and shows how communication can inhibit the unfolding of a revolution. This occurs if

the would-be protesters build a negative expectation of the reward from a successful protest after

communicating. On the other hand, Barberà and Jackson (2020) consider a model of revolution

with private values. They find that the learning that occurs through meetings before the revolt has

heterogeneous effect on the likelihood of a successful revolt. Depending on the preference distri-

butions and the parameters of the model, learning can encourage those who were adamant about

the success of a popular uprising and discourage those who were skeptical about its failure. The

current paper analyzes a model of common values and complete information about the value of

regime change.
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The present paper speaks to the strand of research seeking to understand the impact to non-

democracies of traditional media and new media (Facebook, Twitter etc...) on political accountabil-

ity (Malesky, Shuler and Tran (2012)); on management turnover, through its effect on corporate

stock market performances (Enikolopov, Petrova and Sonin (2018)). In this paper, I show that

traditional media alters public officials performance through their effect on citizens’ motivation to

mass mobilize. Focusing on democratic political systems, Petrova (2011) takes a step back and

investigates the emergence of independent media in nineteenth century United States. The author

shows that the profitability of the advertising market is a significant determinant of the creation

of independent media, empirically validating theoretical claims made by Besley and Prat (2006)21.

Duggan and Martinelli (2010) proposes a spatial theory of media slant in which the role of a media

outlet is to reduce the dimensionality of the policy space to a single dimension. They find that

voters can be better off with a media outlet that favors the underdog.

On theoretical grounds this paper fits to the literature on global games and regime change

(Morris and Shin (2003)) and signaling in global games (Angletos et al. (2007), Hellwig (2002),

Shadmehr (2019)). I develop a model of global game with signaling in which an elite has a private

signal about the regime’s revolt-proofing, and signals her information through her action. Citizens

then make inferences from her action and play a coordination game with incomplete information.

My model extends these setups by considering the possibility a citizen may be uninformed about

the consequences of the bureaucrat’s action on her welfare. In addition, while Shadmehr (2019)

allows for a coordination problem among a group of capitalists, I focus on a single representative

elite.

Finally, this paper speaks to the literature understanding the presence of nominally democratic

institutions in autocracies. A growing number of scholars have argued that political parties and

legislatures help the ruler to co-opt opposition in order to broaden his political basis (Gandhi

(2008),Przeworski and Gandhi (2006)); facilitating power sharing by alleviating the monitoring

and commitment problem that is always prevalent in dictatorships (Boix and Svolik (2013), Svolik

21Petrova (2008) also documents how income inequalities can lead to media manipulation. In an economy where
the median voter relies on media outlets to obtain information about taxation, an increase in inequality provides
larger incentives for the rich to engage in media capture. This dynamic results in an increase of information about
the benefit of low taxation, reducing the scope of redistribution.
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(2012)). The present paper complements this strand of research by examining the political uses of

the institutions of media in authoritarian regimes.

6 Extension

6.1 Allowing Media Strategic Reporting and Internet Penetration

The analysis so far restricts attention to traditional media. This section considers the existence

of an alternative source of information that cannot be controlled by the central state (e.g social

media). There is a large body of empirical research on the role of online media in altering political

outcomes such as street protests, attitudes towards government and politicians’ behaviors (e.g.

see Zhuravskaya, Petrova and Elnikolopov (2020) for a review). One of the main feature of social

media is the low barrier to entry that makes it difficult for political actors to hide politically harmful

information. Thus, the model includes this feature of social media by assuming that censorship

does not totally obscure citizens’ perception of E’s action.

In addition, the baseline model assumes that a media opening directly translates into complete

perception of E’s wrongdoing. That is, media tolerance is associated with citizens perfectly ob-

serving when government officials engage in misbehavior. This assumption is only plausible when

the press under consideration is anti-regime and always prefers to convey truthful reporting about

the sitting government. The analysis eschews the fact that media can strategically report about

elites’ misconduct when there is media freedom. For example, when the media is pro-regime, in

which case they undergo negative utility following a regime downfall, they would sometimes prefer

to make distorted reports of elites’ misconduct even if media outlets are independent. It is also

possible for the regime elite to bribe the media for favorable report (Mcmillan and Zoido (2004)),

increasing incentives to strategically report. The current section extends the previous model by

assuming that the press has high stakes in regime survival, and strategically decides the fraction

of negative news that reaches citizens. After the ruler allows media freedom, the press selects the

probability with which citizens observe the elite’s actual action.

This section incorporates strategic reporting and social media to analyze how the model fares
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when these features are subsumed in the initial setup, while keeping the analysis tractable. I

consider the previous setup with one modification. After the regime moves to tolerate media

freedom, there is a pro-regime media that strategically chooses the level of reporting p ∈ (1
2 , 1).

The press’s payoff is strictly increasing in the level of reporting as long as the regime survives. It

gets 0 following regime downfall and p− 1
2 after a report p conditional on regime survival22. Given

a level of reporting p, if the elite engages in wrongdoing, with probability p citizens derive utility

considering action a = b and with complementary probability they infer that a = g. In other words,

given an adoption of media freedom and a reporting level p, an elite’s action a yields to citizen i

an expected utility of

pE[ui(a, si; θ)] + (1− p)E[ui(†a, si; θ)] (8)

where †a = b if a = g and †a = g if a = b.

When the ruler instead allows media censorship, with probability 1
2 citizens observe the elite’s

actual action. The next proposition shows that the elite engages in less wrongdoing as her uncer-

tainty around revolt proofing decreases, even when I control for internet access.

In a setting with media freedom, denote p the level of investigative reporting the press selects.

When the bureaucrat’s action is a = b, the regime threshold is θb(p) = R+pν
R+pν+c . While a honest

elite induces a regime threshold θg(p) = R+(1−p)ν
R+(1−p)ν+c . It is clear that for all p ∈ (1

2 , 1), θb(p) > θg(p).

Proposition 7 also highlights that dθb(p)
dp > 0 and

dθg(p)
dp < 0. Intuitively, when E is not corrupt, an

increase in the level of investigative reporting (p increases) raises regime survival. A pro-regime

media in countries with honest senior officials is less likely to distort information. Providing more

information about the elites’ good behavior increases citizens support of the regime which extends

leadership survival. We have the opposite effect when the elite is dishonest—pro-regime media are

more likely to distort their reporting. An increase in the level of investigative reporting p, increases

θb(p), thus reducing leadership survival.

Proposition 7 a) The regime’s threshold when E is non corrupt θg(p), is strictly decreasing in

p while the equivalent threshold when E is corrupt θb(p) is strictly increasing.

22The fact the media’s payoff is increasing in the amount of truthful reports captures the idea that the media also
cares about viewership and make adverting revenue from it (Besley and Prat (2006))
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b) The elite’s equilibrium threshold under media censorship and media tolerance, ȳ(τ) and y∗(τ, p)

respectively, are strictly decreasing in τ for all p.

c) For each τ , the elite equilibrium threshold under media tolerance, y∗(τ, p), is strictly increasing

in p and lim
p→ 1

2

y∗(p, τ) = ȳ(τ).

Proof

See Appendix D.

Moving backward, we can work through the optimal level of investigative reporting

p∗(τ) = arg max
p

[
(p− 1

2)ΣF (p, τ)

]
. Note that describing the properties of p∗ as a function of τ

is almost infeasible given the intractability of the equilibrium equations (see Appendix D). In fact,

p∗(τ) solves p∗ − 1
2 = Σ(p∗,τ)

∂Σ(p∗,τ)
∂p

. Where

ΣF (p, τ) = 1−Φ

(√
α
(
θb(p)−µ

))
+ Pr[y < y∗(p, τ)]

(
Φ

(√
α
(
θb(p)−µ

))
−Φ

(√
α
(
θg(p)−µ

)))
.

However, using a conjecture I can deduce from Proposition 7 how p∗ changes with respect to

τ . Note that a reduction in the elite’s uncertainty raises her incentive to engage in wrongdoing

(Part b), irrespective of the level of investigative reporting. Given that wrongdoings have damaging

consequences on the regime, the media is better off attenuating this effect by reducing the level of

investigative reporting. Thus, an increase in τ would decrease the level of media reporti p(τ). In

these circumstances, media freedom is more beneficial to the ruler. The pro-regime media outlet

mitigates the effect of elite wrongdoing on regime survival under little uncertainty. Thus, with

pro-regime media, dictatorships are likely to avoid suppressing the press.

6.2 Removing Corrupt Bureaucrats

I extend the baseline model by giving the dictator the possibility of removing the elite from office

following misconduct. In this setup, E does not care about regime survival23. In a setting with

media freedom, upon engaging in wrongdoing, the elite loses her job with probability q ∈ (0, 1)24.

23If E did care about regime survival and can be removed by the ruler, we are back to the baseline model with
only a small change.

24This corresponds to the probability the bureaucrat is caught and fired.
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With probability 1 − q, E remains in office and reaps the rewards of her action. Under media

censorship, E’s misbehavior is never observed and she has a dominant strategy to be dishonest,

a = b, by assumption (A1). Using the logic of the previous analysis, this implies that under media

censorship, the regime threshold is given by θb, and the regime is less likely to survive in office.

On the other hand, when there is media freedom, the bureaucrat engages in wrongdoing if and

only if

q < 1 − λ+g
b and does not when q ≥ 1 − λ+g

b
25. In a political environment where there is a

high chance that misconduct is detected, q is large and the bureaucrat engages in less wrongdoing.

For example, a regime that has established solid and transparent anti-corruption agencies would

have a large parameter q, while a dictatorial regime with non-transparent anti-corruption agencies

are less likely to detect and punish instances of corruption. Hence q is very low in these political

environments.

In a political environment with transparent anti-corruption structures the capacity to detect

corrupt bureaucrats q is large. Thus, it is optimal for E to select a good action. This implies

that the likelihood the regime survives is given by Pr[θ > θg]. Whereas the probability the regime

survives under media censorship is Pr[θ > θb]. Given that θg < θb (Proposition 1) the dictator

always adopts media freedom when q is large. On the other hand, in a political setting with non-

transparent anti-corruption structures, the dictator is indifferent between granting or impeding a

free press. The reason is that when the q is low, E always optimally engages in wrongdoing in both

setups.

7 Conclusion

A free press is considered one of the most fundamental tenets of a democracy. Surprisingly, incum-

bent rulers often tolerate this democratic pillar. The current paper analyses the ruler’s incentives to

allow a free press. I provided a theoretical framework that featured a political arena where an un-

removable regime elite prefers to engage in economic mismanagement, but has limited information

about the consequences of her actions on the regime’s tenure. While an economic mismanagement

25Here I assume that when indifferent E chooses not to misbehave
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is likely to make citizens inclined to revolt, an honest action instigates less mass mobilization. The

general insight is that media opening only serves as a disciplining device when the elite bureaucrat

has good quality information about the regime’s revolt-proofing. On the other hand, when the elite

has poor quality information, allowing a free press minimizes the degree of uncertainty and the ruler

prefers censorship. The model also highlights that the frequency of wrongdoings is a decreasing

function in the level of uncertainty around the regime’s revolt-proofing. Under large uncertainty,

for the sake of cautiousness, elites engage in misconduct less frequently. The regime will then prefer

a free press when there is little uncertainty and impose censorship only when uncertainty is acute.

The paper has also examined how social media and traditional media effect the results. I showed

that if the national media are pro-regime, always tolerating a free press is the optimal strategy for

dictators. This result provides an insufficient answer to why dictators tolerate free press. This is

because in reality the adoption of a free press is not uniform across countries.

The findings demonstrate that authoritarian countries differ in their level of media freedom

because of nonidentical distributions of elites’ level of uncertainty about the regime ability to

prevent a successful revolt. I argued that general officers are more likely to have less uncertainty

around the regime’s revolt-proofing. The theory therefore predicts that they are more likely to

engage in wrongdoing. Countries in which the senior officials in the army are widely involved in

economic mismanagement would tend to have independent media.

The results rest on the assumption that citizens’ private information are precise, an assumption

made for the sake of equilibrium selection. Under less precise citizens’ signal we must have multiple

equilibria. The assumption also allowed me to isolate the effect of a free press on elites’ uncertainty.

How media opening also interacts with citizens’ limited information is the avenue for future research.
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A Political Environment With Media Freedom

A.1 Citizens’ Optimal Decision

Given y∗, I search for an equilibrium in threshold strategies. An optimal behavior following action

a is described by a threshold xa. A citizen i ∈ [0, 1] with private signal xi, revolts if her posterior

expectation of regime strength is low enough and does not if her posterior expectation of regime

strength is high. Each citizen with signal x, adopts a strategy si(x, a) =


1 if x < xa

0 if x > xa

, where

E’s action is a. Such a strategy is optimal only if the game has strategic complementarity (Morris

and Shin (2003)). The next Lemma confirms that this is the case.

Denote π(x, xa, a, y
∗) a citizen’s net payoff from revolting given action a and her private signal

is x when other citizens are following a strategy described by the threshold xa, and E adopts a

threshold y∗.

π(x, xa, a, y
∗) =

∫ ∞
−∞

(
(R− u(a) + c)× 1{S(xa)>θ} − c

)
f(θ|x, a, y∗)dθ =

∫ ∞
−∞

π(θ)f(θ|x, a, y∗),

where f(θ|x, g, y∗) =
Φ
(√

τ(y∗−θ)
)√

α+βφ
(√

α+β(θ−m(x))
)

Φ
(√

τβ
τ+β

(y∗−x)
) with m(x) = αµ+βx

α+β . f(θ|x, b, y∗) is defined

similarly.

Lemma 2 π(., a, y∗) has one sign change from positive to negative.

Proof of Lemma 2

The proof consists of showing that if π(θ) has one sign change, then π(x, xa, a, y
∗) has one sign

change as well, applying Karlin’s Theorem (Karlin 1968, Ch 1, Theorem 3.1). See also Shadmehr

(2019) for an application of the Karlin’s Theorem. Note that when θ → −∞, π(θ)→ R−u(a) > 0.

On the other hand, when θ → ∞, π(θ) → −c < 0. Since, π(θ) has one sign change, and, x and

θ satisfy the monotone likelihood ratio, then π(x, xa, a, y
∗) has at most one sign change Karlin

(1968). In addition, we have lim
x→−∞

π(x, xa, a, y
∗) > 0 > lim

x→∞
π(x, xa, a). Then, π(x, xa, a, y

∗) has

one sign change. Q.E.D
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Lemma 2 implies that the net expected payoff from revolting, versus abstaining from partic-

ipating in a revolt, has a single crossing property. In other words, a player’s best response is a

monotone function of her opponents’ symmetric actions. If the other players use a cutoff strategy

it is optimal for a player to adopt a cutoff strategy as well. Models of popular protests always

display this monotonicity feature. Citizens always want to participate in a revolt when others are

more likely to participate.

Now, suppose that citizens adopt a threshold strategy (xg, xb). Since the regime has strength θ,

from its perspective, the probability a citizen with signal x revolts is given by Pr[x < xa|θ]. Then,

applying the Law of Large Number, the fraction of citizens taking to the streets when E’s action

is a is given by S(θ, a) =
∫ 1

0 si(θ, a)di = Pr[xi < xa|θ] = Φ

(√
β(xa − θ)

)
26. S(θ, a) is strictly

decreasing in θ. For each a ∈ {b, g}, there exists a unique θa such that

S(θ, a) = Φ

(√
β(xa − θa)

)
= θa (9)

Hence, when E’s action is a, a citizen with private signal x believes that regime change occurs

with probability Pr[θ < θa|x, a]. Note that when citizens’ private signal has a large precision, they

ignore the information conveyed by the elite action when updating their posterior belief (Hellwig

(2002)). Thus, by continuity there exists β̄ such that for β > β̄, a citizen with private signal x revolts

if and only if Pr[θ < θa|x] > c
R−u(a)+c ; and abstain if and only if Pr[θ < θa|x] < c

R−u(a)+c . Moreover,

a citizen with private signal xa is indifferent between revolting and not revolting. Thus, xa must

satisfy Pr[θ < θa|xa] = c
R−u(a)+c . Where p(x, a) = Pr[θ < θa|x] = Φ

(√
α+ β(θa− αµ+βx

α+β )

)
. p(x, a)

is strictly decreasing in x, going from 1 to 0 when x moves from −∞ to∞. Since c
R−u(a)+c ∈ (0, 1),

there exists a unique xa such that Pr[θ < θa|xa] = c
R−u(a)+c . Using equation (9), for each a ∈ {b, g}

the regime’s threshold must satisfy the following condition

Φ

(
1√
α+ β

(
αθ −

√
βΦ−1(θ)− αµ

))
=

c

R− u(a) + c
(10)

for β > β̄.

26Since {si(θ, a)}i are i.i.d Bernoulli with success probability Pr[xi < xa|θa].
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Proof of Proposition 1.

Using characterization of Lemma 1, I now demonstrate the existence of a revolution equilibrium.

That is, the existence of the equilibrium cutoff (xg, xb). Note that the marginal citizen with private

signal xa must be indifferent between revolting and not revolting. Plugging equation (9) into her

net expected payoff from revolting we obtain for β > β̄,

Φ

(√
α+ β(θa −

αµ+β(θa+ 1√
β

Φ−1(θa))

α+β )

)
− c

R−u(a)+c = 0 ⇐⇒ Φ

(
1√
α+β

(αθa −
√
βΦ−1(θa) −

αµ)

)
= c

R−u(a)+c . Denote F (x) = Φ

(
1√
α+β

(αx −
√
βΦ−1(x) − αµ)

)
for all x ∈ (0, 1); we have

lim
x→1

F (x) = 0 and lim
x→0

F (x) = 1. Moreover, dF (x)
dx = 1√

α+β
(α −

√
β 1
φ(Φ−1(x))

)φ

(
1√
α+β

(αθa −

√
βΦ−1(θa) − αµ)

)
< 0 ⇐⇒ (α −

√
β

φ(Φ−1(x))
) < 0 ⇐⇒

√
β > α√

2π
. Then, for β > α2

2π , F is

strictly decreasing in x from 0 to 1. Since c
R−u(a)+c ∈ (0, 1), θa is unique. For β →∞, F (x) = 1−x

implies, θa = 1− c
R−u(a)+c . Q.E.D

A.2 The Elite’s Optimal Decision

Observing a very low signal makes E infer that the regime would have difficulties dealing with

public demonstrations. If she misbehaves, her action is likely to trigger a revolution. Thus, when

y → −∞, E gets −λ < 0 from engaging in wrongdoing and 0 otherwise. The fear of bringing regime

downfall provides incentives for E to not engage in wrongdoing after receiving a low signal. When

the signal is large, E infers that the ruler has established very strong and competent structures

capable of suppressing any threat of popular uprising. When y →∞, choosing action a = g yields

g while engaging in wrongdoing yields b− λ. By Assumption 1, b− λ > g, implying that E would

prefer to misbehave since given her private signal she is certain that the regime will survive.

Proof of Proposition 2.

Denote for all y ∈ R, Hb(y) = bΦ

(√
α+ τ(αµ+τy

α+τ − θb)
)
− λ; and

Hg(y) = gΦ

(√
α+ τ(αµ+τy

α+τ −θg)
)

. Hb andHg are both strictly increasing in y with lim
y→−∞

Hb(y) =

−λ < 0 = lim
y→−∞

Hg(y), lim
y→∞

Hb(y) = b − λ > g = lim
y→∞

Hg(y) (by Assumption 1). Thus, there

exists y∗ such that Hb(y
∗) = Hg(y

∗). Moreover, note that the equation Hb(y) = 0 has a posi-

tive solution y0 if 2λ > b, provided µ is not too large. In fact, Hb(y) = 0 ⇐⇒ αµ + τy =
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(α + τ)(θb + 1
α+τΦ−1(λb )) > 0 if 2λ > b. Thus, there exists µ̃ such that if µ < µ̃ (for example take

µ̃ = θg) and 2λ > b, Hb(y) = 0 has a unique positive solution. Moreover, under the condition

2λ > b and µ < µ̃, Hb(y
∗) = Hg(y

∗) > 0 and Hb strictly increasing implies y∗ > y0 > 0; and

y∗ must be positive. In addition, d2Hb(y)
d2y

= − τ2b√
α+τ

(αµ+τy
α+τ − θb)φ

(√
α+ τ(αµ+τy

α+τ − θb)
)

implies

¯̄y = α+τ
τ θb − α

τ µ is an inflection point. And Hb(¯̄y) = b
2 − λ < 0 if 2λ > b. This implies we must

also have y∗ > ¯̄y, given the monotonicity of Hb(y). Finally, y∗ is the unique solution of (5) if and

only if H(y) has a single-crossing property; where H(y) = Hb(y)−Hg(y). It suffices to show that

dH(y)
dy > 0. dH(y)

dy > 0 ⇐⇒ bφ

(√
α+ τ(αµ+τy

α+τ − θb)
)
> gφ

(√
α+ τ(αµ+τy

α+τ − θg)
)

. Which is

always true since b > g and αµ+τy
α+τ − θb <

αµ+τy
α+τ − θg, and the probability mass function of the

normal distribution φ(x) is strictly decreasing for x > 0. Q.E.D

Proof of Corollary 1

a) From Proposition 2, y∗ > ¯̄y = θb + α
τ (θb − µ) > θb, for µ < µ̃.

b) A total differentiation of (5) with respect to τ yields

2τ

[
bφ

(√
α+ τ(

τy∗

α+ τ
− θb

)
− gφ

(√
α+ τ(

τy∗

α+ τ
− θg)

)]
dy∗(τ)

dτ
=

(y∗(1 +
α

α+ τ
)− θg)gφ

(√
α+ τ(

τy∗

α+ τ
− θg)

)
− (y∗(1 +

α

α+ τ
)− θb)bφ

(√
α+ τ(

τy∗

α+ τ
− θb)

)
(11)

Given that Assumption 1 is satisfied, bφ

(√
α+ τ( τy

α+τ − θb
)
− gφ

(√
α+ τ( τy

α+τ − θg)
)
> 0.

Because I don’t have a closed form solution for y∗, I show numerically that the RHS of equation

(11) is strictly less than 0. See figure 1 Q.E.D

Proof of Lemma 2

Since y ∼ N (µ, τ+α
τα ) and θ ∼ N (µ, 1

α),
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ΣF (τ) = Pr[y < y∗(τ)]× Pr[θ > θg] + Pr[y > y∗(τ)]× Pr[θ > θb]

= Pr[y < y∗(τ)]

(
Pr[θ > θg]− Pr[θ > θb]

)
+ Pr[θ > θb]

From Corollary 1, y∗(τ) is decreasing in τ . This implies that for all τ, τ ′ with τ < τ ′, y∗(τ) >

y∗(τ ′), and {y > y∗(τ)} ⊂ {y > y∗(τ ′)}. In addition, y is normally distributed with constant mean

and a standard deviation that’s strictly decreasing in τ . Therefore, Pr[y < y∗(τ)] > Pr[y < y∗(τ ′)].

Finally, since the slope Pr[θ > θg]− Pr[θ > θb] > 0, ΣF (τ) is strictly decreasing. Q.E.D

B Political Environment With Media Suppression

B.1 Citizens’ Optimal Decision

Proof of Proposition 3

a) Using the expression of xe from equation (6),

Φ

(√
α+ β

(
θe − βxe

α+β

))
= Φ

(
1√
α+β

(
αθe −

√
βΦ−1(θe)− αµ

))
. On the other hand,

E[u(a)|xe] = 0×
(
1− Pr[y > ȳ|xe]

)
− ν × Pr[y > ȳ|xe]

= −νΦ

(√
τβ
β+τ

(
θe + 1√

β
Φ−1(θe)− ȳ

))
, which provides expression (7).

b) We know from proposition 1 that for β > α2

2π , The LHS of (7) is strictly decreasing in θ,

moving from 1 to 0. For finite β, the RHS of (7) converges to c
R+c when θe → 0, and moves

towards c
R+ν+c <

c
R+c when θe → 1. Partially differentiating the RHS of expression (7) with

respect to θe yields

−cν
√

τβ
β+τ

(
1 + 1√

β
1

φ(Φ−1(θe))
− ∂ȳ

∂θe

)
φ

(√
τβ
β+τ

(
θe + 1√

β
Φ−1(θe)− ȳ

))
[
νΦ

(√
τβ
β+τ

(
θe + 1√

β
Φ−1(θe)− ȳ

))
+R+ c

]2

Note that ∂ȳ
∂θe

= 1 + α
τ (see Proposition 4 below). Hence, the sign of this previous expression
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only depends on the sign of 1√
β

1
φ(Φ−1(θe))

− α
τ . For large values of β, 1√

β
1

φ(Φ−1(θe))
≈ 0. Thus,

there exists β̄ such that 1√
β

1
φ(Φ−1(θe))

− α
τ < 0 for β > β̄. As it turns out, the RHS of expression

(7) is strictly increasing from c

νΦ
(√

τβ
τ+β

(−ȳ(0))
)

+R+c
to c

νΦ
(√

τβ
τ+β

(1−ȳ(1))
)

+R+c
when θe moves

from 0 to 1 for β > β̄ (note that when β is large, 1√
β

Φ−1(θe) ≈ 0). Then, there exists a

unique θe solving (7).

c) Letting β → ∞ in (7), we get 1 − θe = c

νΦ
(√

τ(θe−ȳ(θe))
)

+R+c
∈ ( c

R+ν+c ,
c

R+c). Therefore

θe ∈ (θg, θb).

Q.E.D

B.2 The Elite’s Optimal Decision

E’s net payoff from engaging in misconduct is given by

(b − g)Φ

(√
α+ τ

(
αµ+τy
α+τ − θe

))
− λ. The net payoff is continuously increasing from −λ to

b− g − λ > 0 (by Assumption 1). Then, there exists a unique ȳ such that

(b− g)Φ

(√
α+ τ

(
αµ+ τ ȳ

α+ τ
− θe

))
= λ (12)

In the absence of a free press, E engages in wrongdoing when she observes a signal y > ȳ(τ), is

indifferent if y = ȳ(τ) and prefers to be honest if y < ȳ(τ). Solving equation (12), we obtain

ȳ(τ) =
α+ τ

τ
θe +

√
α+ τ

τ
Φ−1

(
λ

b− g

)
− α

τ
µ (13)

Expression (13) highlights how the frequency of wrongdoing evolves as a function of the cost λ,

the regime threshold θe and the prior mean µ. An increase in the cost of wrongdoing reduces the

preference for malfeasance, and therefore, makes it more likely for E to be honest: ȳ(τ) increases

with λ. In addition, an increase in the regime threshold θe reduces the ruler’s chances to survive,

suggesting a reduction in the frequency of wrongdoing. A large prior mean conveys a public signal

that the regime is strong. This raises the frequency of wrongdoing (ȳ(τ) decreases).

Proof of Proposition 4
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a) when β →∞, expression (7) is transformed into

1− θe =
c

νΦ

(
√
τ
(
θe − ȳ(θe, τ)

))
+R+ c

(14)

Denote l(θe, τ) = ȳ(τ, θe)− θe = α
τ (θe − µ) +

√
α+τ
τ Φ−1

(
λ
b−g
)
; we have ∂l(θe,τ)

∂θe
= α

τ . Differen-

tiating expression (14) with respect to τ yields

dθe
dτ

=

cν

[
− 1

2
√
τ
l(θe, τ)−

√
τ ∂l(θe,τ)

∂τ −
√
τ ∂l(θe,τ)

∂θe
× dθe

dτ

]
φ
(√
τ l(θe, τ)

)
[
νΦ
(
−
√
τ l(θe, τ)

)
+R+ c

]2

⇐⇒ dθe
dτ

[
1 +

cν
√
τ ∂l
∂θe
φ
(√
τ l(θe, τ)

)[
νΦ
(
−
√
τ l(θe, τ)

)
+R+ c

]2

]
= (15)

cν

(
− 1

2
√
τ
l(θe, τ)−

√
τ ∂l(θe,τ)

∂τ

)
φ
(√
τ l(θe, τ)

)
[
νΦ
(
−
√
τ l(θe, τ)

)
+R+ c

]2

Moreover, ∂l(θe,τ)
∂τ = − α

τ2
θe − 2α+τ

2τ2
√
α+τ

Φ−1
(
λ
b−g
)

+ α
τ2
µ ⇐⇒

√
τ ∂l(θe,τ)

∂τ = −α
√
τ

τ2
(θe − µ) −

(2α+τ)
√
τ

2τ2
√
α+τ

Φ−1
(
λ
b−g
)
; and 1

2
√
τ
l(θe, τ) = α

2τ
√
τ
(θe − µ) +

√
α+τ

2τ
√
τ

Φ−1
(
λ
b−g
)
.

I therefore get

− 1

2
√
τ
l(θe, τ)−

√
τ
∂l(θe, τ)

∂τ
=

(
α
√
τ

τ2
− α

2τ
√
τ

)
(θe − µ) +

(
(2α+ τ)

√
τ

2τ2
√
α+ τ

−
√
α+ τ

2τ
√
τ

)
Φ−1

( λ

b− g
)

(16)

=
α

2τ
√
τ

(θe − µ) +
α

2τ
√
τ(α+ τ)

Φ−1
( λ

b− g
)

A sufficient condition for (16) to be positive is θe − µ > 0. For example if µ < θg ≡ µ,
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− 1
2
√
τ
l(θe, τ)−

√
τ ∂l(θe,τ)

∂τ > 0. That being said, the multiplicative term in the LHS of (15) is

strictly positive if µ < θg, I conclude that dθe
dτ > 0.

b) dȳ(θe,τ)
dτ = ∂ȳ(τ,θe)

∂θe
dθe
dτ + ∂ȳ(τ)

∂τ = α+τ
τ

dθe
dτ −

α
τ2

(θe− µ)− 2α+τ
2τ2
√
α+τ

Φ−1
(
λ
b−g
)
. Due to the fact that

2λ > b, it happens that Φ−1
(
λ
b−g
)
> 0.

α+ τ

τ

dθe
dτ

=

cν

[
α(α+τ)
2τ2
√
τ

(θe − µ) + α
√
α+τ

2τ2
√
τ

Φ−1
(
λ
b−g
)]
φ
(√
τ l(θe, τ)

)
[
νΦ
(
−
√
τ l(θe, τ)

)
+R+ c

]2

+ cν α√
τ
φ
(√
τ l(θe, τ)

)
= i(α, τ)(θe − µ) + j(α, τ)Φ−1

( λ

b− g
)

where

i(α, τ) =

cνα(α+τ)
2τ2
√
τ
φ
(√
τ l(θe, τ)

)
[
νΦ
(
−
√
τ l(θe, τ)

)
+R+ c

]2

+ cνα√
τ
φ
(√
τ l(θe, τ)

) =
( 1

2τ
+

α

2τ2

)
t(θe, τ)

and

j(α, τ) =

cνα
√
α+τ

2τ2
√
τ
φ
(√
τ l(θe, τ)

)
[
νΦ
(
−
√
τ l(θe, τ)

)
+R+ c

]2

+ cνα√
τ
φ
(√
τ l(θe, τ)

) =

√
α+ τ

2τ2
t(θe, τ)

with t(θe, τ) =
cνα√
τ
φ
(√

τl(θe,τ)
)[

νΦ
(
−
√
τl(θe,τ)

)
+R+c

]2
+ cνα√

τ
φ
(√

τl(θe,τ)
) ∈ (0, 1)

Then, this induces an expression of

dȳ(θe, τ))

dτ
=

(
i(α, τ)− α

τ2

)
(θe − µ) +

(
j(α, τ)− 2α+ τ

2τ2
√
α+ τ

)
Φ−1

( λ

b− g
)

(17)

.

First, note that
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j(α, τ)− 2α+ τ

2τ2
√
α+ τ

= −
√
α+ τ

2τ2
(1− t(θe, τ))− α

2τ2
√
α+ τ

< 0. (18)

On the other hands,

i(α, τ)− α

τ2
=

1

2τ
t(θe, τ)− α

τ2
(1− 1

2
t(θe, τ))

=
t(θe, τ)

cν α√
τ
φ
(√
τ l(θe, τ)

)[cν α

2τ
√
τ
φ(
√
τ l(θe, τ))

− α

τ2

([
νΦ
(
−
√
τ l(θe, τ)

)
+R+ c

]2

+ cν
α

2
√
τ
φ
(√
τ l(θe, τ)

))]
=

t(θe, τ)

cν α√
τ
φ
(√
τ l(θe, τ)

){ α

2τ
√
τ

(
1− α

τ

)
cνφ

(√
τ l(θe, τ)

)
−

α

τ2

[
νΦ
(
−
√
τ l(θe, τ)

)
+R+ c

]2}

If α ≥ τ , then α
2τ
√
τ

(
1 − α

τ

)
cνφ

(√
τ l(θe, τ)

)
≤ 0 ⇒ i(α, τ) − α

τ2
≤ 0. This implies that

dȳ(θe,τ)
dτ ≤ 0 since θe > µ and Φ−1

(
λ
b−g
)
> 0. Moreover, for τ > α, there exists ξ̄ ∈ (1

2 , 1)

(given that Φ−1(1) ≈ +∞) such that for λ
b−g > ξ, Φ−1

(
λ
b−g
)

is large enough. From expression

(17), sign
(dȳ(θe,τ)

dτ

)
= sign

(
j(α, τ) − 2α+τ

2τ2
√
α+τ

)
for λ

b−g > ξ; and dȳ(τ)
dτ ≤ 0 from expression

(18). Q.E.D

C Media Tolerance vs Media Suppression

Proof Proposition 5

a) Note that y∗(τ) is bounded above (see Figure 2). Hence, lim
τ→0

ȳ(τ) = ∞ > lim
τ→0

y∗(τ).

Given the continuity of y(τ), there exists τ̃ such that ȳ(τ) > y∗(τ) for all τ < τ̃ .

b) Suppose τ > τ̃ ;

Following equations (5) and (12), y∗ solves

bΦ

(√
α+ τ( τy

∗+αµ
α+τ − θb)

)
− λ = gΦ

(√
α+ τ( τy

∗+αµ
α+τ − θg)

)
, and ȳ is solution of
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(b− g)Φ

(√
α+ τ

(
τ ȳ+αµ
α+τ − θe

))
= λ. It happens that

bΦ

(√
α+ τ(

τy∗ + αµ

α+ τ
− θb)

)
− λ = gΦ

(√
α+ τ(

τy∗ + αµ

α+ τ
− θg)

)
> gΦ

(√
α+ τ(

τy∗ + αµ

α+ τ
− θb)

)
since θb > θg

⇒ (b− g)Φ

(√
α+ τ(

τy∗ + αµ

α+ τ
− θb)

)
> λ

= (b− g)Φ

(√
α+ τ(

τ ȳ + αµ

α+ τ
− θe)

)
> (b− g)Φ

(√
α+ τ(

τ ȳ + αµ

α+ τ
− θb)

)
since θb > θe

⇒ y∗(τ) > ȳ(τ).

Q.E.D

Proof of Proposition 6

a) Using equation (14) when τ → ∞, νΦ

(
√
τ
(
θe − ȳ(θe, τ)

))
= νΦ

(
−
√
τ l(θe, τ)

)
converges to ν(1 −

(
λ
b−g
)
). Denote θ∞e ≡ lim

τ→∞
θe(τ). I therefore obtain 1 − θ∞e =

c

ν
(
b−g−λ
b−g

)
+R+c

⇒ θ∞e =
R+ν

(
b−g−λ
b−g

)
R+c+ν

(
b−g−λ
b−g

) . Then, Σ∞NF ≡ lim
τ→∞

ΣNF (τ) = 1 − Φ
((
θ∞e −

µ
)√
α
)
. Denote θ̃∞e = θ∞e −µ. Where µ < µ̄ (for example take µ̄ = θg). Similarly denote

θ̃a for a ∈ {g, b}. The fact that µ < µ̄ implies that θ̃∞e , θ̃a > 0 for all a ∈ {b, g}, and the

percentage of regimes strength that are lower than each of these thresholds is at least

fifty percent.

Moreover,

lim
τ→∞

ΣF (τ) ≡ Σ∞F = 1−
[
Φ
((
y∗∞ − µ

)√
α
)
Φ
(
θ̃g
√
α
)

+
(
1−Φ

((
y∗∞ − µ

)√
α
))

Φ
(√
αθ̃b
)]

.

It turns out that

Σ∞F − Σ∞NF = Φ
(
θ̃∞e
√
α
)
−
[
Φ
((
y∗∞ − µ

)√
α
)
Φ
(
θ̃g
√
α
)

+
(
1− Φ

((
y∗∞ − µ

)√
α
))

Φ
(
θ̃b
√
α
)]

= Φ
((
y∗∞ − µ

)√
α
)(

Φ
(
θ̃b
√
α
)
− Φ

(
θ̃g
√
α
))
−
(

Φ
(
θ̃b
√
α
)
− Φ

(
θ̃∞e
√
α
))

> 0
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since y∗∞ is close to θb, the weight Φ(
(
y∗∞−µ

)√
α) is larger than the ratio

Φ
(
θ̃b
√
α
)
−Φ
(
θ̃∞e
√
α
)

Φ
(
θ̃b
√
α
)
−Φ
(
θ̃g
√
α
) ∈

(0, 1); in fact,

Φ
(
θ̃b
√
α
)
−

Φ
(
θ̃b
√
α
)
− Φ

(
θ̃∞e
√
α
)

Φ
(
θ̃b
√
α
)
− Φ

(
θ̃g
√
α
) = Φ

(
θ̃b
√
α
)[

Φ
(
θ̃b
√
α
)
− Φ

(
θ̃g
√
α
)]
− [Φ

(
θ̃b
√
α
)
− Φ

(
θ̃∞e
√
α
)
] > 0

b) lim
τ→0

ΣF (τ) ≡ Σ0
F = 1− 1

2

[
Φ
(
θ̃g
√
α
)

+ Φ
(
θ̃b
√
α
)]
< 1− Φ

(
θ̃g
√
α
)

because θ̃g < θ̃b.

Q.E.D

D Extension

Replicating the analysis from the baseline model, a citizen with private signal x revolts if Pr[θ >

θe|x] > c
R+ 1

2
ν+c

. Thus, under media censorship, the marginal citizen with private signal xe =

θe + 1√
β

Φ−1(θe) is indifferent between revolting and not. It turns out that θe =
R+ 1

2
ν

R+ 1
2
ν+c

for β large

enough. Moving backward, E’s threshold must satisfy (b− g)Φ

(√
α+ τ

(
τy+αµ
α+τ − θe

))
= λ. This

implies ȳ(τ) = θe + α
τ (θe − µ) +

√
α+τ
τ Φ−1

(
λ
b−g
)
.

The elite threshold under media freedom y∗(p, τ) solves

bΦ

(√
α+ τ

(
αµ+τy∗

α+τ − θb(p)
))
− λ = gΦ

(√
α+ τ

(
αµ+τy∗

α+τ − θg(p)
))

. The next proposition

shows that y∗(τ, p) is continuous and increasing in p for each τ . Moreover, it converges to ȳ(τ) when

p goes to 1
2 . Therefore, an increase in the level of media report about the elite’s action reduces her

incentive to engage in wrongdoing.

Proof Proposition 7

c) Total differentiating the equation satisfied by y∗(τ, p) yields

b
√
α+ τ

(
τ

α+ τ

∂y∗(τ, p)

∂p
−dθb(p)

dp

)
φ
(
v(θb, y

∗)
)

= g
√
α+ τ

(
τ

α+ τ

∂y∗(τ, p)

∂p
−dθg(p)

dp

)
φ
(
v(θg, y

∗)
)
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where v(θ, y∗) =
√
α+ τ

(
αµ+τy∗(τ,p)

τ+α − θ(p)
)

. It implies

τ
α+τ

∂y∗(τ,p)
∂p − dθb(p)

dp

τ
α+τ

∂y∗(τ,p)
∂p − dθg(p)

dp

= A(τ, p)

where A(τ, p) =
gφ(v(θg ,y∗))
bφ(v(θb,y∗))

∈ (0, 1). Since g < b and 0 < v(θb, y
∗) < v(θg, y

∗), φ(x) being

strictly decreasing on [0,∞). Thus, τ
α+τ

∂y∗(τ,p)
∂p (1−A(τ, p)) = dθb(p)

dp −A(τ, p)
dθg(p)
dp > 0, since

dθg(p)
dp < 0 and dθb(p)

dp > 0.

Q.E.D
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